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ARCHIVES WEEK AND THE POWEROF
INTERSECTING RIPPLES

BY GEORGE W. BAIN

ABSTRACT: Like ripples on a pond, Archives Week offers archivists a genuinely
broadscale public program for connecting with society at large. The article looks at the
development of the Archives Week idea to date; focuses in more detail on the program
in Ohio; explores a series of questions about the idea's potential expansion as well as
structural challenges to it; and makes a general argument for more metropolitan, state,
and multistate regional groups beginning their own programs.

One of the simple pleasures of life is to toss a rock into a pond and watch the ripples
it creates spread across the body of water. It can be even more fascinating to toss a
sequence of rocks into the pond and to observe the effects of the resultant intersecting
ripples. Moving now to the archival world, let us consider the idea of Archives Week
in an analogous fashion. Archives Week programs can be like the intersecting ripples
in the pond if we take this idea and make it work to its full potential effect.

The challenge to have an Archives Week program was issued by the International
Council on Archives (ICA) in the late 1970s.1 The call for a national Archives Week
(U.S.) was posed to archivists most significantly in 1991.2 To date the response to the
challenge has been slow although it is growing. It is the author's contention that we
should be using the power of this idea for action across all of North America. And it is
time that the challenge be accepted more fully.

Archives Week in Context

What is "Archives Week"? It is a fledgling form of public programming which, at its
best, creates a bridge between the archival profession and society at large in an interac-
tive and collaborative fashion. It is, unlike most other archival public programming, a
large-scale one that is being conducted most characteristically at the statewide and
multistate level.

This being said, it is also necessary to ask what public programs are. "Public pro-
grams," one archivist argues, "can promote archival goals to acquire and preserve valu-
able resources, encourage and expand the use of historical records, and raise public
awareness of archives and their purpose."3
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At the simplest level, public programming is done when an archivist opens the way
to a significant donation through basically pleasant and courteous interaction with a
user or visitor. But public programs can also be much more elaborate, such as the
"Vanishing Georgia" photographic project of the late 1970s and early 1980s or the
New England Archivists' booth at the New England Fair during the 1980s.

Reduced to their essence, public programs help explain who archivists are and what
they do. Thus, while Archives Week is not the only possible venue, it nevertheless
offers many forms of implementation. Yet archivists must be convinced of its efficacy
if the idea is to take firmer root. Suffice it to say that Archives Week is not a matter of
survival for the profession: archivists will continue to exist. But it is an important
instrument for developing a posture of active advocacy for the profession and learning
to become more effective in public programming. 4

In addition, the Archives Week idea goes-hand in hand with the profession's evolv-
ing growth and development of outreach theory and practice. Developing ties with the
larger society-the general public-has been a clearly visible element of the Society
of American Archivists' (SAA) generalized outreach efforts over the past decade and
more, particularly through SAA's Task Force on Archives and Society endeavors.'
The call for greater interaction with society was followed by specifically articulated
goals and priorities in the initial report of the Committee on Goals and Priorities (C-
GAP) published in 1986.6 C-GAP's encompassing agenda has been partially fulfilled
yet also somewhat narrowed to accomplish objectives of the highest priority. Even so,
interaction with society at large remains a general goal with priority for SAA. Goal 1 of
the Society's 1993 strategic plan calls for the organization to work, among other things,
to improve "public awareness of the value of archives." 7

Over the same period archivists have also closely examined their concerns about
making positive impressions upon "resource allocators" and upon their equally impor-
tant but unexplored counterparts, "funding advocates."" Yet archival writers have also
argued more broadly for the need to reach out to and create distinctive links with the
general public. The Levy study of resource allocators noted a basic challenge: that the
purposes, uses, and contributions of archivists "have to be made more vivid-more
explicit, more concrete, and repeated in varied ways." 9 And Elsie Finch has both spelled
out at length the reasons for concerted archival advocacy and supplied case statements
with examples of this advocacy. The case studies in her recent book, however, discuss
only indirectly the state- or regionwide scope of Archives Week programs currently in
existence. 10 So the Archives Week movement offers a new dimension of scale for
outreach efforts, and the development of a number of Archives Week programs across
the UnitedStates and Canada offers the means for achieving several of the profession's
more general outreach objectives involving interaction with the public at a geographic
level close to home. Hence, the metaphorically described pond offers a platform for
basic, essential experimentation insofar as we professionals are willing to utilize the
opportunity.
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Archives Week in Practice

It was the state of New York that set the pace for Archives Week in North America,
holding its first Week in 1989 under the leadership of State Archivist Larry Hackman.
On the basis of this experience Hackman issued his 1991 call for a national Archives
Week to be held in October 1992, the Columbian quincentenary. Over the half decade
since then several archival groups have launched Archives Week programs. They will
be discussed in general later: the immediate focus will be on the Archives Week pro-
gram in Ohio.

The Society of Ohio Archivists (SOA) voted in the spring of 1991 to hold its first
program in October 1992. For several reasons, however, the first "Archives Week in
Ohio" did not happen until April 1993. The delay provided time for the development
of a structure of five regional coordinators to do groundwork across the state. The first
program, as it turned out, was linked with SONs 25th anniversary celebration that
spring. The initial theme was a very general one: "Tales from the Archives." The gov-
ernor and the two houses of the legislature issued proclamations of support and there
was activity during the week across the breadth of the state.

During the first year SOA became aware of and benefitted from contact with other
groups. New York's example was obvious, but the experience of the Archives Week
programs held in Tampa and Hillsborough County, Florida, and by the Society of Mis-
sissippi Archivists proved helpful. The Florida program provided examples of how to
organize activities well. The Society of Mississippi Archivists exchanged information
with SOA, including a poster it had developed for its 1993 program. But perhaps the
most significant accomplishment was the fact that the Ohio group kept its resolve to
hold its first Week.

Once started, Archives Week in Ohio has been able to build upon its experience and
to develop additional initiatives. In the second year, the number of regional coordina-
tors was expanded from five to seven. SOA decided to piggyback upon the attention
expected for the Ken Burns documentary, Baseball, and used the theme "Sports and
Recreation in the Archives." It also developed its first poster for the Week held in early
September. The Cleveland Archival Roundtable mounted a combined exhibition in a
prominent downtown store window.

In the third year the date for the Week was shifted to October, where it remains. In
1995, the 50th anniversary of the end of World War II, the theme for the week was
"Letters Home: Documenting World War II in the Archives." The observance coin-
cided with a grant proposal submitted by the Ohio Historical Records Advisory Board
(OHRAB) to the National Historical Publications and Records Commission (NHPRC)
for a "Homefront and Battlefront" regrant project. The Archives Week theme provided
repositories an opportunity for receiving new collections, a few of which did come as
a result of the programming. An outstanding event was the film festival of World War
II movies held in Youngstown. Because of the cost of developing an annual poster,
SOA sought contributions from veterans' groups to help defray the printing costs.
Design work for the posters has been rotated among repositories, giving different ones
the chance to display their holdings while also underwriting the costs. Paper for the
first three posters and for 1998 was solicited from paper mills in the state. Necessity
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has thus become an engine for enterprise, forcing archivists to make strong overtures
to and to seek support from the primary audience group or groups pinpointed in the
year's theme.

SOA has, at the time of this writing, completed its sixth Archives Week program.
Acting in concert with the State Historical Records Advisory Board's (SHRAB) plan,
which points toward the bicentennial of statehood in 2003, a new wrinkle for 1996 was
for SOA to set themes a few years ahead and to begin a series of "celebration" weeks.
Thus the theme in 1996 was "Celebrating Family History in Ohio" and the archivists
worked closely with the renowned Ohio Genealogical Society (OGS) and its many
chapters. To make this collaboration work, the SOA Archives Week Committee pro-
vided county chapters with model public service announcements (PSAs) to take to
local radio stations and a model text to take to governmental officials for proclama-
tions and resolutions observing the week in their communities. A number of OGS
chapters in turn made donations in support of the printing of a full-color poster.

For the fifth year in 1997 the group received support from statewide associations for
local governments, those for counties, municipalities, and particularly the public li-
brarians around the theme "Celebrating Local Government." The County Commis-
sioners Association of Ohio (CCAO) published an article in its quarterly magazine.
Due to last minute space constraints, SOA was unable to place a pro bono advertise-
ment in the state's leading commercially-published regional magazine but did succeed
in placing one in a journalism school's lab magazine. The regional coordinator for
Cleveland lined up a local judge to speak at an event in city hall and was interviewed
at length on a local public radio outlet. The county recorder and other officials in
Lawrence County, an area along the Ohio River that, insofar as we know, has no em-
ployed archivists, developed a video about its county government and had an elaborate
open house that included live news coverage from a nearby Huntington, West Virginia,
television station. The new feature in 1998, with the theme "celebrating women's his-
tory," was a series of workshops targeted toward members of local chapters and branches
of women's organizations on how to organize their records of enduring value for pos-
terity (and to consider placing them in a repository). Two national vendors supplied
complimentary Hollinger boxes with sample kits (acid-free file folders, photographic
sleeves, etc.) for each participant, and SAA provided its brochures on personal and
organizational records for distribution.

It needs to be stated very directly that more can be done to assure the program's true
effectiveness. Ohio archivists have no scientific tool to measure our claims of effec-
tiveness although we do address many of the points covered in Kathleen Roe's discus-
sion of public programs. 12 But we are able to claim a modest amount of informal name
recognition, which we expect to increase with each year's program and poster. We are
mindful of the potential danger of a onetime effort. So it is essential to compound the
impact of the Archives Week whenever and wherever possible. In 1996, for instance,
the Week empowered a number of local genealogical societies to go to their local radio
station with a PSA, perhaps the first time ever for them.

Year by year, however, SOA believes it is making ripples and that the ripples in the
Ohio pond are gradually becoming more significant. Nonarchivists associated with the
repositories that design the posters gain an acquaintanceship with the program when
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the archivists there undertake this work. The distributed posters may hang in a public
library or historical society for months, thereby helping familiarize patrons with the
program. In fact the Ohio Library Council is providing financial support in exchange
for posters to be distributed to each public library and branch in the state. Additionally,
there is the growing likelihood that a genealogist or an elected local official will know
about it and be supportive when we celebrate education in 1999.11

The success of SONs program in Ohio provides a model for use elsewhere, particu-
larly for states with a state-level organization. But, as indicated earlier, it is not the only
model. It has benefitted from other programs itself. The Tampa and Hillsborough County
example has been a model for metropolitan groups, especially those situated in states
without a state-level group, for example, the Twin Cities of Minnesota and the St.
Louis area. New York was joined by archivists in Philadelphia for a couple of years
before this combined program expanded into the larger Mid-Atlantic Regional Ar-
chives Conference (MARAC) multistate Archives Week program. To the north in
Canada, archivists in the Province of Alberta have had a program. The limited Ar-
chives Day public event program run for several years by the Society of Rocky Moun-
tain Archivists (Colorado and Wyoming) serves as an example for archivists in more
sparsely settled areas of the country. The Kansas State Historical Society has a pro-
gram that in 1997 its third year-received financial support from the bistate metro-
politan group, the Kansas City Area Archivists. And Utah's SHRAB has conducted a
modest Archives Week program since 1995, while Arizona's SHRAB held its first
Archives Day (with poster) in 1996 and expanded it to a week in 1997. This has given
impetus to SHRABs as an operative player, such that the Wisconsin board provided a
comprehensive sponsorship (with poster, theme, and Web page) during that state's
first week in 1998. Meanwhile, archivists across Texas also started observing Archives
Week informally in 1998.14

The practitioners have used or developed a broad range of tools and events for their
programs as well. Most have developed a poster for the state or region. New York City
archivists have developed a series of awards presented during Archives Week. The
Kansas Historical Society printed bookmarks along with its poster in 1997. Over 60
repositories in the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, area contributed to a combined exhibition
in 1998. Many repositories hold instructional workshops for local citizens such as
genealogists during the Week. Exhibits, open houses, speakers or symposia, and re-
lated outreach activities round out the myriad possibilities for programming during the
Week.

The Need for Broader Implementation

So a variety of programs do exist although the geographic coverage of Archives
Week programs remains limited. Still, the force of the idea gives power to the imagina-
tion if only we dare seize it. 15 Moreover, the idea has three features which, taken to-
gether, make it a noteworthy instrument. First, to be done best, it requires a broad-
based cooperative effort across a defined geographic entity, be this a metropolitan area,
a state, or a region (and even a country) that encompasses many repositories. Second,
it allows archivists within the given area to identify nonarchival groups with which
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they need to interact and collaborate in pursuing flexible objectives over time. For
instance, archivists within the given boundaries may work one year with a set of orga-
nizations to hold open houses, and another set the following year to provide proper
care for its records. Third, Archives Week recurs annually, offering archivists a regular
platform from which to explain ourselves in a varying fashion-in short, to carry out
archival advocacy in the particular region.' 6 What remains, then, is for more groups to
make a beginning-and to sustain the effort.

Assessing the statement above, however, presents the profession with as many ques-
tions as answers for the moment. These are questions such as, Who more specifically
are the groups with which we should work? What can we learn from other professional
associations about broad public programming? What are the structural obstacles within
our professional associations that must be addressed? Who should be in charge of
conducting the Archives Week program? How can it be funded? And what should be
our agenda? It is at least worth contemplating how these questions might be answered
even though it is impossible to provide full answers until we gain more experience
inside the profession.

Taking these questions in sequence, there are, within our locales-communities,
states or provinces, or geographic regions-and whatever the time, numerous groups
with which the profession can work. The NHPRC strategic plan of 1992, for example,
sought to increase support "from a broad community of beneficiary parties-archi-
vists, documentary editors, historians, patriotic organizations, state and local govern-
ment officials, lawyers, jurists, educators, genealogists, journalists, local historians,
historic preservationists, museum curators, and others with responsibility for historical
records or with the need to use them.' 7

This list, as should be understood, is limited to NHPRC's domain. Under the rubric
of "other," however, one can expand the list to include church groups, women's groups,
ethnically oriented groups, civic groups, and business and labor groups that will have
importance for all archivists. Setting a priority on establishing closer connections with
these groups-and closer links with the general public through them-is essential for
the profession's core promotional efforts.

As archivists experiment with this large-scale public program it is important to rec-
ognize that there are countless other such promotional programs. Closer to home, Ar-
chives Week is one among several programs for professional groups against which it
may be compared, two of these being National Library Week (April) for librarians and
Preservation Week (May) for historic preservationists. The American Library Associa-
tion (ALA) sponsors the first and the National Trust for Historic Preservation coordi-
nates the second. Archivists are similar to librarians and preservationists as curators of
cultural heritage resources. Archivists are thus in a position to learn from the National
Trust and particularly from the American Library Association whose event week has
been held for four decades now. Compared with archivists in the United States and
Canada, librarians are much more numerous. Given the considerably smaller number
in our profession, archivists cannot expect to garner the same amount of financial re-
sources and public support as do the librarians for a parallel program. Preservation
Week, for instance, is not as well known as Library Week, nor do preservationists, like
archivists, have the same number of professionals. Yet the preservation community has
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conducted its program for a quarter century. And both of these programs, it should be
added, grew over time from modest beginnings.' 8 At the same time, while archivists
have not adopted an across-the-board observance of Archives Week, we are ahead of
our counterparts in the museum community by virtue of having a fledgling Archives
Week movement. While there is an international Museum Day observed annually in
May, museum professionals have not to this point begun a Museum Week program
comparable to what archivists are developing. As we learn from others we can also
encourage museum professionals in both the American Association for State and
Local History (AASLH) and the American Association of Museums-to begin think-
ing about doing so and we can share our experiences with them.

In order to make the Archives Week idea work most effectively, the archival profes-
sion needs to grapple with the imperfect structural linkages among its groups that im-
pede a rapid movement in this direction. Our profession, when compared to librarians,
for example, has no organizational body that can coordinate in a similar fashion com-
mon activities and efforts across the board. We have both the SAA and the NHPRC
but, given their current structures, they do not appear at this time the most likely or best
able to direct an Archives Week. Why not? For its part, SAA has no supporting re-
gional structure of its own, whereas ALA is a national organization with subordinated,
affiliated groups in every state, which then give direction to National Library Week. 19

SAA is closer to being an umbrella association than it is to being the organizational
apex of a broadly-organized membership pyramid.2 0 For the archival profession, un-
like librarians and many other groups, there is no direct linkage between SAA head-
quarters and groups below.2 1 For its part, the NHPRC has a more limited mission re-
lated to its support role for the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA).
Its 1992 list of primary constituent groups noted earlier with which it wanted to inter-
act in order to achieve its strategic plan was focused closely on these political needs.
Also the NHPRC has extremely limited financial resources that must be spread thinly
across a wide expanse. The author, being from the United States, is unfamiliar with any
Canadian NHPRC equivalent, if such exists; SAA is international in its coverage al-
though archival groups in Canada cover the Canadian scene more directly. Can these
weaknesses be changed? They can if there is the will on a very broad basis to do so.
Perhaps the more important question will be, How quickly?

This said, it must be asked who should be in charge of developing the Archives
Week idea. Should this be top-down or bottom-up? Currently Archives Week is emerg-
ing and spreading in North America in a bottom-up fashion. The dynamics for the
Archives Week idea are coming from experimentation by a growing number of smaller
efforts. This suggests a perceived need for greater such activity. As argued above,
however, no national-level group or agency has developed an appropriate structure for
a top-down mechanism for putting such a program into place. Still, with a bit of deter-
mination and imagination, these linkages can be developed. If some of these bodies
worked together, this development could change very rapidly. The author predicts that
any new structural form that may develop will more likely be an alliance, not (certainly
in the short run) a cohesively knit association such as ALA. But the shape of the struc-
ture is a lesser problem than the decision to act together.
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There are grounds in the author's estimation for believing conditions behind these
structural weaknesses may be changing. While the NHPRC, for instance, is severely
limited in the funds it can disperse, it does have a connection to the 50 states through
the SHRABs. In recent times the Council of State Historical Records Coordinators
(COSHRC), the associated coordinators' group for the SHRABs, has undertaken the
gathering of data by and for state boards that seeks to expand its data collection param-
eters beyond those for state archives and records management agencies alone. This
effort flows from the assumption that such data will provide increasingly important
longitudinal information over time.22 Many of the NHPRC's constituent groups and
the myriad organizations with which the state-level surveys are touching base are ones
with which archival professionals can (and should) naturally interact at the state and
even the local area. In some fashion or other the groups so contacted may come to
serve as quintessential funding advocates. Combining the new scale of activity at the
province or state level (or even larger) with a pitch toward these natural supporters
provides a base for dynamic public programming. Within the professional associa-
tions, the Midwest Archives Conference (MAC) has established an ad hoc Advocacy
Committee to look broadly at the potential for greater activity. At the time of this
writing, there has been an initiative among SAA and a number of regional groups to
begin collaboration on a more coordinated approach to continuing education. 23 In ad-
dition, SAA Council has become more publically active through efforts such as its
stance on copyright legislation. These are small developments but potentially very
significant ones.

An important ingredient for any such discussion is the question, What sources are
available for funding Archives Week programs? Governmental support of some sort is
always a possibility. The Tampa archivists have secured state humanities council sup-
port for their activities. On a broader level, during the American Revolution Bicenten-
nial 20 years ago the nascent History Day program in Cleveland, Ohio, obtained pri-
vate foundation support regionally, then secured National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH) funding over a few years to expand it to a national program. Perhaps something
similar could be done for Archives Week. However, given the tenor of the times in
which support for the federal-level cultural programs are themselves being questioned,
governmental support on this scale appears to be a remote possibility. Even so, we
should consider limited sources of support, whether governmental or nongovernmen-
tal. In the latter direction, can we tap a major foundation or corporate underwriter (or
both) for financial support? Insofar as the author knows, none have to date been ap-
proached to provide assistance for the development of this program yet, in the current
milieu, this is arguably the best route to consider for external support.

Another parallel possibility is funding from within the profession. In the early 1990s
the American Library Association proposed to its membership a dues increase with the
new funds dedicated to increased activity in its Washington office. The membership
approved the raise. Would SAA members accept a similar challenge? While this seems
problematic, it should be considered. Goal I of SANs strategic plan calls for the Soci-
ety to work more closely with regional groups. Yet this must be a two-way street. The
best possible course of all may be a combined approach that seeks to add incentives
and leveraged economic multipliers both internally and externally. The archival
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profession would undoubtedly be the stronger for becoming more enterprising. What
if, for instance, SAA raised its dues and set aside the revenues from the increase for
advocacy purposes, including support for Archives Week programs? What if it simul-
taneously challenged the multistate regional groups to participate, to make the pro-
gram truly stretch from coast to coast, by matching funds dollar for dollar to provide
coordination and high quality promotional support? What if the NHPRC made a mod-
est sum available for SHRABs willing to play an active role in the respective states?
SHRABs could conceivably seek matching financial support from state legislatures.
This support could possibly be made conditional on the local financial support. What if
all these groups-SAA, NHPRC, and allied organizations willing to participate-com-
bined to seek matching support from private foundations or corporate funding support-
ers or other governmental agencies, or all in tandem, in the United States and Canada
to carry the program for a three- to five-year period? Under current arrangements this
would take a great deal of negotiation. Yet this is a novel goal toward which the profes-
sion can work if it so chooses.

Short of this, what are the possibilities without the support of national groups? To
date, MARAC alone among the multistate regional groups has accepted the challenge
fully. As the regionals move along into their second quarter century, would not an
Archives Week program serve as a bold new venture? Archives Week programs can be
started at the lower levels for a very modest cost.24 Would this not serve to make an
impression in the public's mind about the regionals and the value of the work con-
ducted in these areas by archivists? Still, this is at best a short-range strategy. Even at
this level, the author contends, the Archives Week idea will have its strongest impact
only if and when it ultimately becomes continental in scope. Sooner or later archivists
running Archives Week programs will need to give serious and meaningful consider-
ation to this expansion. The bottom-up approach is an important first step, but the
eventual need is for broad collaboration within the profession and for bold, imagina-
tive strategies for developing funds internally and seeking additional financial support
externally. Perhaps, for a starter, SAA or NHPRC or a Canadian body, or even MAC
through the Advocacy Committee, can issue the call for a planning conference to ex-
plore all these possibilities.

Lastly, under whatever guise, what should be the agenda for those groups conduct-
ing this public programming? Whether a program is broad in geographic scope or like
the current isolated but experimental scene, groups must be flexible in approach and
must keep in mind the basic aim of conveying who archivists are and what archivists
do. Lacking the rapid evolution to a national or continental program the proximate
focus will vary from place to place as the sponsoring groups address the overall needs
of their program planning. Ohio is in the advantageous situation now of looking to-
ward a significant date in its history early in the new century: the bicentennial of state-
hood. Not every state or local area has something as significant at the moment; even
so, a central focus of the Ohio program has been the development of connections. And
setting a priority on establishing closer connections with supportive beneficiary par-
ties-and closer links with the general public through them-is essential for the
profession's core promotional efforts. The Archives Week program, as one of the stronger
instruments available for creating such connections, provides the profession with a
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concrete platform upon which to cement stronger bonds between archivists and
society.

Conclusion

The archival community in North America has developed models for implementing
and sustaining the Archives Week idea, as proposed by the ICA two decades ago. It is
imperative that archivists have such a significant public program of their own.

Archives Week, where is it being carried out in the United States and Canada, is
proving to be an effective instrument for advocacy (including collection development)
and for raising general public awareness for archivists. It is a programmatic bargain
that must not be allowed to go begging. Archivists can also learn from other profes-
sions, especially librarians and preservationists, about how to conduct this form of a
large and comprehensive public program. So it behooves archival professionals to ac-
celerate the development and the expansion of Archives Week activity. Will we cover
more than half of the United States and Canada by the first year of the new century?
The author certainly hopes this will be the case! In so doing we will be able, as indi-
vidual members of our profession, to make ripples intersect or, stated another way, to
experience the joy of seeing an idea with great power and potential come to life.

ABOUT THEA UTHOR: George W. Bain, gbainl @ohiou.edu, is Head ofArchives &
Special Collections in the Ohio University Libraries. He has served as the coordinator
for SONs Archives Week Committee since its beginning-having made the motion
that SOA undertake the program, it was up to him to make it happen. C'est la vie! He
expresses great appreciation to Larry Hackman for developing-and sustaining-the
New York State program and for challenging the rest of us in North America to bring
the idea to life.
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NOTES

1. See publications such as International Archives Week, 23-29 October, 1979: Souvenir (Bangalore:
Department of Karanataka State Archives. 1979); Archives Week 23rd to 29th January 1981 (at Mysore)
Souvenir (Bangalore: Department of Karanataka State Archives, 1980); and Treasures of West Bengal
Archives: An Exhibition of Historical Records (Calcutta: State Archives of West Bengal, Calcutta
Information Centre, 1980) for references to the ICA effort and event activity in India in this period.
Other bibliographic investigation also reveals activity in Great Britain during this period.

2. Larry Hackman, "Archives Week in the United States?" SAA Newsletter, March 1991, 14-15, 20. See
also Hackman's article, "State Government and Statewide Archival Affairs: New York as a Case Study,"
American Archivist 55:4 (1992): 578 599, with a parallel argument for an enhanced governmental and
public role for state archival agencies. The articles, taken together, advocate a broader public role for
archivists generally.

3. Kathleen D. Roe, "Public Programs," Managing Archives and Archival Institutions, ed. James Gre-
gory Bradshar (Chicago: U. of Chicago Press, 1989): 218.

4. For general comments on the archival profession's need for advocacy, see Richard J. Cox, American
Archival Analysis (Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1990): 304 320, 337 338.

5. See David Gracy's incoming remarks and presidential address, which spell out his conception for the
effort: "Archives and Society: The First Archival Revolution," American Archivist 47:1 (1984): 7 10,
and "Our Future Is Now," American Archivist 48:1 (1985): 12-21.

6. Planning for the Archival Profession: A Report of the SAA Task Force on Goals and Priorities (Chi-
cago: SAA, 1986).

7. Leadership and Service in the 1990s: A Strategic Plan for the Society of American Archivists (Chi-
cago: SAA, 1993): 1, with amplification on 3.

8. Sidney J. Levy and Albert G. Robles, The Image of Archivists: Resource Allocators' Perceptions
(Chicago: SAA, 1984); John Treanor, in his presentation as part of the session, "Institutional Archives:
In-Reach before Outreach," at the SAA annual meeting 1992, noted in SAA Reference, Access and
Outreach Section Newsletter 8:1 (1992): 3, used the phrase "funding advocates." The latter concept
has not been plumbed to the depths the way the former has; it offers fertile ground for investigation.

9. Levy, op. cit., iv.
10. Elsie Finch, Advocating Archives: An Introduction to Public Relations for Archivists (Metuchen, NJ:

SAA and Scarecrow Press, 1994).
11. This is in conformity with the dominant U.S. pattern. For Ohio archivists, it was as much a way to

assure college and university archivists a time for participating fully each year.
12. Bradshar, Managing Archives and Archival Institutions: 281-227.
13. For more detail on Archives Week in Ohio, particularly the Archives Week Committee's annual report

to SOA Council, check the SOA Web site for Archives Week, or contact the author directly.
14. Most of the author's knowledge about the programs in other states has come through informal contacts

over time plus the messages posted on the Archives and Archivists list in 1998.
15. The local historian Carol Kammen recently suggested an imaginative program of exchanges of photo-

copies of letters. She concluded with the rhetorical question, Why not do this every year as a part of
Archives Week? A resident of upstate New York, Kammen was unaware of how limited is the geo-
graphical coverage now a half decade after Hackman's challenge. See her "On Doing Local History"
column, History News 51:3 (1996): 3. She returned to the theme of archival appreciation and archival
promotion again a year later: 52:4 (1997): 3-4.

16. The SAA Glossary entry for "public programming" gives a cross-reference to the term "outreach
program." It defines the latter as "Organized activities of Archives or Manuscript Repositories in-
tended to acquaint potential Users with their Holdings and their research and reference value." See
Lewis J. Bellardo and Lynn Lady Bellardo, comp., A Glossary for Archivists, Manuscript Curators,
and Records Managers (Chicago: SAA, 1992): 24. Advocacy has not yet entered the published archi-
val glossary. Richard Cox semi-formally defines advocacy as "the effort to effect public policy in
conformity with the mission and interests of the archival community" in American Archival Analysis:
The Recent Development of the Archival Profession in the United States (Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow
Press, 1990): 320.
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17. This is Objective 3 under the Goal "To Generate Public Support for an Accessible Historical Record"
in To Protect a Priceless Legacy. The Preservation and Use ofAmerica's Historical Records (Wash-
ington, DC: NHPRC, 1992): 36.

18. An investigation of the OCLC WorldCat database shows that National Library Week was initially
fostered in the late 1950s by the National Library Week Program based in New York City and full
national support grew over time. The booklet Local Organization Handbookfor the National Library
Week Program (New York: National Library Week Program, 1967) recounts the program's develop-
ment over its first decade. The U.S. Congress, which passed legislation for the National Register in
1966, supported the national Historic Preservation Week effort with resolutions in the early 1970s;
small handbook and event publications for states and metropolitan areas developed more fully in the
late 1970s and early 1980s.

19. AASLH in its coordinated awards program parallels the ALA model.
20. The pattern that exists in the archival profession was not an inevitability. Raimund Goerler notes in his

history of the Society of Ohio Archivists for its 25th anniversary that SOA asked to become an affiliate
of SAA in the late 1960s but SAA turned down the opportunity. See Goerler, From History to Pre-
History: Archivists Face the Future, ed. Raimund Goerler (Columbus: SOA, 1993): 7, 12.

21. For a discussion of the dual, albeit complementary, expectations and roles that SAA and the various
regional groups developed during the 1970s, see Patrick M. Quinn, "Regional Archival Organizations
and the Society of American Archivists," American Archivist 46:4 (1983): 433-440. Quinn's article
accurately portrays the thinking that existed then, and thinking that has continued until recent times.
For instance, a few years ago SAA Council (at the recommendation of the committee) abolished the
Committee on Regional Archival Activity (CRAA). No doubt many archivists are very comfortable
with this arrangement. It does provide latitude for experimentation and innovative endeavors. Never-
theless, down the road this structural arrangement has left the profession less able to mount concerted
common front positions.

22. See the study, Recognizing Leadership and Partnership: A Report on the Condition of Historical
Records in the States and Efforts to Ensure Their Preservation and Use (Council of State Historical
Records Coordinators, 1993), prepared by Vicki Walch. COSHRC has begun releasing parts of its
more recent study, which is focusing on records held by nongovernmental bodies.

23. See Mark Greene, "Final Words from the Prez," MAC Newsletter 24:4 (1997): 5. This is in contrast to
the view of more than a decade ago express representatively by Quinn, op. cit. The amplification of
Goal 1 in the 1993 SAA strategic plan states in part, "It is especially important for SAA to expand its
advocacy efforts to reach legislators and government officials at the national and state levels, and to
improve public awareness of the value of archives and archival work." Leadership and Service in the
1990s, 3.

24. The cost for SOA, basically the bill for printing the poster, was under $1,000 the first year and reached
$2,200 in 1998; for this expenditure the group now gets 2,000 copies. After supporting this cost alone
for the first poster, SOA has turned (as noted) to partner groups for support for the greater part of its
poster printing costs. There was no calculation made of the cost for non-poster mailings across the
state or in the seven regions, but these were minimal.



STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING
ELECTRONIC RECORDS: A NEW

ARCHIVAL PARADIGM? AN AFFIRMATION
OF OUR ARCHIVAL TRADITIONS?

BY PHILIP C. BANTIN

ABSTRACT: The emergence of electronic records has initiated a spirited debate on

archival methodology and practice. In this article, the author summarizes the concepts

and strategies proposed by archivists, on the one hand, who advocate employing tradi-
tional archival methodologies to manage electronic records, and those, on the other

hand, who recommend reengineering the management process and implementing new

techniques and strategies. These concepts and strategies are reviewed in the context of

three archival functions: custody, appraisal, and description. In the conclusion, the

author offers some suggestions on how one might begin the quest to become an in-

formed player in electronic records management.

Introduction

Please consider the following statements by three of the most influential and re-

spected commentators on electronic records management.
"This change [in appraising electronic records] is not a refinement or slight tinkering

to accommodate new realities, but a reorientation in what archivists do-a new archi-
val paradigm, as Charles Dollar noted in his concluding address to the 1992 Interna-
tional Congress on Archives in Montreal on the impact of information technology on
archival theory and practice. We must get our archival heads out of the sands of prac-
tices devised for medieval charters and papal decrees. We must realize that clinging to
old practices in light of the volume of new records is not a noble defense of principle or
archival tradition, but an act of willful neglect."'

"The UBC-MAS research project was undertaken to test the validity of traditional
diplomatic and archival concepts in the brave new world of electronic records. The
conceptual analysis of electronic records and the project's findings confirm that the
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concepts continue to have resonance and, in fact, provide a powerful and internally
consistent methodology for preserving the integrity of electronic records." 2

What is a practicing archivist to make of these conflicting statements? In one case
we are asked to consider adopting a new archival paradigm for managing electronic
records,3 and in the other we are advised to seek answers by rereading our Jenkinson
(in the case of the UBC statement quoted above) or Schellenberg and returning to our
archival roots. Where does one start in the quest to become an informed player in
electronic records management?

In this article some of the critical issues and prominent strategies pertaining to elec-
tronic records management are reviewed and a conceptual framework from which to
begin the quest to become an informed player is created. More specifically, the article
includes summaries of the concepts and strategies proposed by those archivists, on the
one hand, who advocate employing traditional archival methodologies to manage elec-
tronic records and those, on the other hand, who recommend reengineering the man-
agement process and developing and implementing new techniques and methodolo-
gies. In an attempt to make this review as pertinent and familiar as possible, these ideas
are reviewed in the context of three archival functions: custody, appraisal, and descrip-
tion.

The goals then are to examine the broad issues and to provide a type of road map to
prominent management strategies for electronic records, particularly for archivists who
are just beginning this journey. In the process, however, recognize that often complex
arguments are somewhat simplified and reduced but hopefully, not distorted or taken
out of context. For those readers who seek to construct a fuller, more textured picture
of the issues or strategies under review, numerous endnotes containing notes and cita-
tions are provided. It should also be noted at the outset that all these issues and strate-
gies can be applied to varying degrees to paper as well as to electronic records. In fact,
some of the theories and methodologies examined in this article were advanced well
before the real impact of electronic records was felt or perceived. In most cases, how-
ever, it was the emergence of electronic records that has provided the impetus for a
fuller and more urgent discussion of the issues.

Finally, be advised that the choices before the reader do not constitute an either-or
decision-making situation. Indicative of this is the fact that the title of this paper does
not include an "or" joining the two questions. It is simply not a choice between one
extreme or another, but a much more complicated and rich process or dialectic of com-
bining and joining old and new into a modified theoretical construct. As Terry Cook so
eloquently writes, "Archival history is instead a rich collage of overlapping layers, of
contradictory ideas existing simultaneously or even blended together, of thinkers ex-
hibiting differences of emphasis more than of fundamental ideas, of individual think-
ers changing their ideas in light of new circumstances, of old ideas appearing in new
guises in new places. The pendulum of thought swings back and forth, as one genera-
tion solves its predecessor's problems, but thereby creates new problems for the next
generation to address, with ideas having their day, being discarded, and then being
revitalized in modified form in later work. And so it should be."'4
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Before we begin the analysis of the specific archival issues, let us first review two

basic models for managing electronic records.

Models for Managing Electronic Records

Life Cycle Model

The life cycle model for managing records, as articulated by Theodore Schellenberg

and others, has been the prominent model for North American archivists and records

managers since at least the 1960s. However, the question being asked recently is, Does

the model provide a viable strategy for managing electronic records? Before we exam-

ine archivists' responses to this question, let us briefly review the basic characteristics
of the life cycle model.

This model portrays the life of a record as going through various stages or periods,

much like a living organism. In stage one, the record is created, presumably for a

legitimate reason and according to certain standards. In the second stage, the record
goes through an active period when it has maximum primary value and is used or

referred to frequently by the creating office and others involved in decision making.
During this time the record is stored on-site in the active or current files of the creating

office. At the end of stage two, the record may be reviewed and determined to have no

further value, at which point it is destroyed, or the record can enter stage three. In stage
three, the record is relegated to a semiactive status, which means it still has value, but

is not needed for day-to-day decision making. Because the record need not be con-

sulted regularly, it is often stored in an off-site storage center. At the end of stage three,

another review occurs, at which point a determination is made to destroy or send the

record to stage four. Stage four is reserved for inactive records with long-term, indefi-
nite, archival value. This small percentage of records (normally estimated at approxi-
mately five percent of the total documentation) is sent to an archival repository, where

specific activities are undertaken to preserve and describe the records.
The life cycle model describes not only what will happen to a record, it also defines

who will manage the record during each stage. During the creation and active periods,
the record creators have primary responsibility for managing the record, although records
managers may well be involved to various degrees. In the semiactive stage, it is the

records manager who takes center stage and assumes major responsibility for manag-
ing the records. Finally, in the inactive stage, the archivist takes the lead in preserving,
describing, and providing access to the archival record.'

To summarize, the life cycle model has contributed, particularly in North America,
to the creation of a fairly strict demarcation of responsibilities between the archives
and records management professions. Among archivists it has resulted in a tendency to
view the life of a record in terms of prearchival and archival, and active and inactive,
and to regard the stage when the archivist intervenes in the cycle as occurring some-
time towards the end of the life cycle when the record becomes inactive and archival.
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The chief supporters of the life cycle model as it pertains to electronic records have
come from the electronic records research project team at the Master of Archival Sci-
ence Program at the University of British Columbia. 6 As was revealed in the opening
quote from team leaders, testing traditional concepts, including the life cycle model,
was a primary goal of the project. As the quote makes clear, these concepts, including
the life cycle model, passed the test. It should be noted that the traditional concepts
evaluated by Duranti and MacNeil are largely those expounded by Sir Hilary Jenkinson.
Therefore, the UBC's assessment of the life cycle concept, as well as of other archival
functions, must be viewed in the larger context of Jenkinson's theories on archival
management and the role of the archivist.

In Jenkinson's theoretical framework, archival records are characterized by "two
common features of extraordinary value and importance": impartiality, the principle
that records are inherently truthful and are "free from the suspicion of prejudice," and
authenticity, the principle that archives "were preserved in official custody.., and free
from the suspicion of having been tampered with." '7 According to Jenkinson, the "su-
preme and most difficult task" of the archivist is "to hand on the documents as nearly
as possible in the state in which he received them, without adding or taking away,
physically or morally, anything: to preserve unviolated, without the possibility of a
suspicion, every element in them, every quality they possessed when they came to
him." 8 In short, according to Jenkinson, the primary duty of the archivist is to retain the
impartial and authentic qualities of the records entrusted to his/her care.

Considering the UBC-MAS team's support of the Jenkinsonian theory, it is no sur-
prise then that Duranti and MacNeil write that what makes the life cycle model and its
division of responsibilities so valuable is that it "ensures the authenticity of inactive
records and makes them the impartial sources that society needs." 9 According to UBC
personnel, the intellectual methods required to guarantee the integrity of active records
are very much different than those required for inactive records. Hence, it is argued,
there must exist a two-phase life cycle approach to the management of records, the
creating body "with primary responsibility for their reliability and authenticity while
they are needed for business purposes, and the preserving body with responsibility for
their authenticity over the long term."'1

Records Continuum Model

Criticisms of the life cycle model as a means of managing records have surfaced at
times in the past, but it has been the emergence of electronic records that has initiated
a very spirited debate. This dialogue has resulted in not only a critique of the model but
in the definition of an alternate model or framework. This alternate model has come to
be most commonly referred to as the "records continuum model." What is this con-
tinuum model; why did it emerge; and how does it differ from the life cycle model?

Discussions of strategies for better integrating the activities of archivists and records
managers date back at least several decades." However, it was not until the 1990s that
a more formally constructed model emerged for viewing records management as a
continuous process from the moment of creation, in which archivists and records man-
agers are actively involved at all points in the continuum. The primary motivation in
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formulating and supporting this model was a concern that lacking a strategy for active
and early intervention by the archivist in the records management process, electronic
records documenting vital transactions may never be created, may never be fully docu-
mented, or may never survive.' 2 Perhaps the most basic difference between the con-
tinuum model and the life cycle approach is that while the life cycle model proposes a
strict separation of records management responsibilities, the continuum model is based
upon an integration of the responsibilities and accountabilities associated with the
management of records. The new Australian records management standard, which has
adopted the continuum model, defines the integrated nature of the record continuum in
the following terms: the record continuum is "the whole extent of a record's exist-
ence." It "refers to a consistent and coherent regime of management processes from the
time of creation of records (and before creation, in the design of recordkeeping sys-
tems) through to the preservation and use of records as archives."' 3 A noted Australian
archivist describes the differences between the life cycle and continuum models in the
following manner: "The life cycle relates to records and information.., records have
a life cycle.... The continuum is not about records. It is about a regime for recordkeeping.
The continuum is a model of management that relates to the recordkeeping regime,"
which is "continuous, dynamic and ongoing without any distinct breaks or phases. '

"14

A direct result of viewing records management as a continuum is to undercut and
destroy the distinction between active and inactive, and archival and nonarchival records,
and to blur or wipe out the defined set of responsibilities associated with managing
records at each stage. One of the consequences of this viewpoint is to propel archivists
and archival functions forward in the records management process. In other words,
according to the continuum model, strategies and methodologies for appraising, de-
scribing, and preserving records are implemented early in the records management
process, preferably at the design stage, and not at the end of the life cycle.' 5

Let us now review how these two models actually work when applied to real archi-
val activities, beginning with custody issues.

Custody of Electronic Records

Where are electronic records to be housed, and who will service them? Based on
one's perspective, there are two very different answers to these questions. Let us first
look at how an archivist employing the life cycle model and Jenkinsonian principles
might solve these problems.

Luciana Duranti and other supporters of the life cycle model argue that the authen-
ticity over time of inactive records can be ensured only when their custody is entrusted
to professional archivists. In the words of the UBC project personnel, "The life cycle
of the managerial activity directed to the preservation of the integrity of electronic
records may be divided into two phases: one aimed at the control of the creation of
reliable records and to the maintenance of authentic active and semiactive records, and
the other aimed at the preservation of authentic inactive records." The position of the
proponents of this argument can be characterized as a centralized archival custody
approach, or "archives as a place," where there must exist an "archival threshold" or
"space beyond which no alteration or permutation is possible, and where every written
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act can be treated as evidence and memory."" More specifically, Duranti and other
proponents of this position identify five reasons inactive records should be transferred
to an archival repository and not left in the custody of the record creators.

1) Mission and Competencies: It is not part of the mission of the creating agency,
nor does its staff possess the necessary skills to safeguard the authenticity of
non-current, archival records.

2) Ability to Monitor Compliance: There are not enough trained archivists avail-
able to monitor or audit records left in full distributed custody with the creator.

3) Cost to Monitor Compliance: Costs to manage records in a distributed environ-
ment are as yet unknown and untested, but it may likely be more costly to moni-
tor record-keeping practices than to assume custody of the records.

4) Changes in Work Environment: Changes in staffing and in departmental priori-
ties can place records left with creating offices at great risk.

5) Vested Interests: Inactive records must be taken from those who have a vested
interest in either corrupting or in neglecting the records.' 7

For all these reasons, Duranti and the UBC project staff conclude "that the routine
transfer of records to a neutral third party, that is, to a competent archival body... is an
essential requirement for ensuring their authenticity over time."' 8

As opposed to the "archives as a place" position, archivists who support the con-
tinuum model portray their strategy regarding custody and use a "post-custody" or
"distributed custody" approach. In this strategy, the transfer of the inactive records to
an archives may be delayed or deferred for much longer periods than in the past; in
some cases, the records may actually remain indefinitely in the custody of the originat-
ing office. The basic premise supporting this position is that in the electronic environ-
ment, archival institutions can fulfill their responsibilities without assuming physical
custody of the records. To achieve these goals, however, means developing new meth-
odologies and techniques for managing records in a distributed custody environment.
Proponents of this strategy identify four arguments to support their position of distrib-
uted custody and access.

1) Costs: It would be enormously expensive and a massive waste of resources to
attempt to duplicate within the archival setting the technological environments
already in place within the creating offices.

2) Changes in Technology: Rapid technological change and reluctance of manufac-
turers to support old hardware make it extremely difficult for a centralized re-
pository to manage an institution's electronic records.

3) Skills Required: It would be difficult, if not impossible, for an archives staff to
learn the skills and provide the expertise needed to access and preserve the wide
variety of technologies and formats in use.
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4) Loss of Records: Insisting on custody will result, in some cases, in leaving im-
portant records outside the record-keeping boundary.19

In the words of a team member of the University of Pittsburgh Electronic Records
project, "archivists cannot afford-politically, professionally, economically, or cultur-
ally-to acquire records except as a last resort and that they needn't acquire records to
achieve all their mandate. Indeed, the evidence indicates that acquisition of records
and the maintenance of the archives as a repository gets in the way of achieving archi-
val objectives and that this dysfunction will increase dramatically with the spread of
electronic communications.

20

However, in the final estimation, as some archivists have argued, the primary issue
may not be custody, but rather ensuring that a viable and widely accepted system for
managing electronic records is in place. This means establishing policies and proce-
dures that ensure that no matter where the records are housed they will be managed
according to well-established standards. More specifically, a distributed strategy for
custody necessitates the creation of legally binding agreements with offices, of reliable
means of auditing records, of an extensive network of training programs, and of other
mechanisms designed to ensure that custodians of records understand their responsi-
bilities and are living up to those expectations. An Australian archivist sums up this
position when he writes, "The real issue is not custody, but the control of records and
the archivist's role in this... What archivists should have been talking to their clients
about is not custody, but good recordkeeping practices which make it possible for
archivists to exercise the necessary control. 21

Appraisal of Electronic Records

The emergence of electronic records, in conjunction with the volume of modern
documentation and the changing nature of modern institutions, has initiated consider-
able debate on the theory and practice of archival appraisal. Much of this debate and
dialogue in North America has initially focused on the merits of the appraisal theory
and methodology created at the National Archives in the period from the 1940s to the
1960s, and articulated primarily in the writings of Theodore Schellenberg.22 One way
of reviewing the basic features of this dialogue and of illustrating the differences be-
tween appraisal theories is to examine the issues by means of a series of questions:
Why are records appraised? What will be appraised? How will they be appraised? And
when will they be appraised?

Why Are Records Appraised?

As any archivist knows, traditional appraisal theory in North America focuses on
finding value in records, these values commonly expressed as primary and secondary,
with secondary values divided into evidential and informational values. In this meth-
odology, Schellenberg placed special emphasis on the archivist's responsibility for
appraising records to identify secondary, research values, as his definition of archives
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makes clear: "Those records of any public or private institution which are adjudged
worthy of permanent preservation for reference and secondary purposes. ' 2

1

For many archivists, the search for research value remains at the heart of the ap-
praisal process. Increasingly, however, critics of this appraisal methodology have ar-
gued that by defining appraisal primarily in terms of secondary research value based
largely on content analysis, the Schellenberg model does not provide a proper answer
for why we appraise records. Critics of Schellenberg have put forward three arguments
to support this judgment. In the first place, they argue that predicting or anticipating
research needs or trends is not a realistic goal, and at best will mean the archivist will
remain "nothing more than a weathervane moving by the changing winds of historiog-
raphy."124 Secondly, critics assert that content-oriented appraisal cannot give a true, or
even representative, image of society.25 Finally, archivists who support Jenkinson's
theory on the nature of archives assert that selection by content to support research is in
direct conflict with basic archival theory and the very nature of archives. 26

So, what have archivists offered in its place? Although appraisal theories and meth-
odologies abound, almost all major commentators agree that a principal objective or
aim of archival appraisal must be the preservation of evidence 27 documenting the func-
tions, processes, activities, and transactions 28 undertaken and completed by the institu-
tion or individual. It is important to recognize that evidence in this context refers, in
the terms used by Hilary Jenkinson, to those impartial, authentic, and interrelated records
that are created "naturally" in the process of conducting business or undertaking ac-
tivities. It does not refer to information that is gathered, largely by examining the con-
tent of records, for the purpose of answering questions about the history, mission, and
activities of the subject under review. In short, evidence is the actual record made or
received in the course of undertaking and completing the activity; it is not the pieces of
information or bits of data selected to document the event.29 It is the preservation of
this direct evidence of actions, decisions, and processes that has emerged as one of the
primary concerns of most of the major appraisal strategies and models of the last 20
years. In the words of two prominent commentators on appraisal, archivists are "ser-
vants of evidence, ' '3

0 and "Evidence is an aim ... of archival appraisal."31

Beyond ensuring the preservation of evidence, do archivists have additional duties
as interpreters and documenters of society? It is in response to this question that dis-
agreements about the objectives of archival appraisal have occurred. At one end of the
spectrum-that represented originally by Hilary Jenkinson and, in the modem era, by
Luciana Duranti, and reflected in the theoretical framework and methodology of the
UBC electronic records project-is the belief that evidence itself is the aim of ap-
praisal. According to this view, the archivist's goal is not to interpret this evidence,
attribute external values to the records or to the creators or functions generating the
records, or to create a representative image of society. Rather, in this view, the goal is
to retain intact "the internal functionality of the documents, and the documents' aggre-
gations, with respect to one another, so that compact, meaningful, economical and
impartial societal experience can be preserved for the next generations. 32 In other
words, the archivist's primary contributions are to preserve authentic and impartial
records and by so doing provide researchers with the evidence that will permit them to
interpret events in their own way. Consequently, within this theoretical framework the
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role of the archivist in the appraisal process is very limited. Archivists are not judges or
interpreters: they are custodians and preservers.

On the other end of the spectrum are those archivists who support an appraisal model
that advocates a more active role for the archivist in shaping the documentary record.
Two prominent strategies in this category are those that locate value 1) in the prov-
enance of the records and 2) in the assessment of use of the records. Supporters of the
provenance-based appraisal model argue that the essence of appraisal is the "articula-
tion of the most important societal structures, functions, record creators, and records
creating processes, and their interaction, which together form a comprehensive reflec-
tion of human experience."" Terry Cook has labeled this strategy "macroappraisal,"
which he defines as an approach "that focuses research instead on records creators
rather than directly on society, on the assumption that those creators, and those citizens
and organizations with whom they interact, indirectly represent the collective func-
tioning of society." '34 It is an appraisal methodology, Cook writes, that is built on "a
context-based, provenance-centred framework rather than in a content-based, histori-
cal-documentalist one." 35

The other appraisal model, which advocates a more active role for archivists, identi-
fies "the means of documenting the precise form and substance of past interactions
between and among people in society" in the "analysis of the use to which they [records]
are put by the society that created them, all along the continuum of their existence. 36

In other words, in this model appraisal decisions mirror or reflect the values a wide
variety of users assigned to the records, resulting in the selection of archival records
that are most cherished or frequently consulted by the society that created and used the
records.

37

To summarize, recently there has been no shortage of writings on the proper role of
appraisal in archival theory and methodology. However, as yet, no one theory has been
embraced by the profession or taken root and flourished to the degree that Schellenberg's
methodology has in the United States. This is not to say, however, that some significant
rethinking of the way archivists appraise records has not occurred. Certainly, one of
the most significant and widespread changes has been the growing recognition that the
first and primary goal of appraisal must be the preservation and accessibility of the
evidence of the functions and activities of the subjects documented by archivists. This
recognition has caused the archival profession to begin reassessing what is appraised,
and how and when the process occurs, particularly in an automated environment.

What Will Be Appraised?

Schellenberg's methodology employs a content-oriented, "pertinence" 38 approach
to determining value. It is a strategy that focuses largely on record content and on the
structure of the organization to determine evidential and informational values. Critics
of the Schellenberg appraisal methodology argue these are not the best or right sources
upon which to construct an appraisal model. For those archivists like Luciana Duranti
who advocate that maintaining accurate and authentic evidence is the primary role of
the archivist, the question of what to appraise is primarily addressed by means of
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"carefully defining archival jurisdictions and acquisitions policies and plans" and "not
by attributing externally imposed values."'39

Archivists, like Terry Cook and Helen Samuels, who advocate a functional appraisal
model, point to three basic reasons to support the argument that content and structure
are not the best sources for determining value. In the first place, they argue that in a
business environment characterized by a flattening of the organizational structure and
a more decentralized approach, structure and setting will have much less relevance in
understanding the nature and significance of records than they did in the more tradi-
tional, hierarchical business environment. Ultimately, they argue, it is business func-
tions and not organizational structure that will define provenance and will guide ap-
praisal decisions. Secondly, in the modem world of high-volume documentation and
of electronic records that exist as logical and not as physical entities, archivists can no
longer hope to focus on the record and appraisal by content. Finally they assert that, in
the search for evidence, the most accurate and complete documentation will be pro-
vided by examining the function, activity, and transaction that generated the record,
rather than the record itself. In short, supporters of functional appraisal argue that the
context and not the content of the record must be the starting point in the search for
evidence.

40

For supporters of an appraisal theory based on patterns of use, "the appraiser must be
especially attentive to demonstrations of contemporary usefulness... All past and
present uses of archives provide the 'data' on the basis of which the appraiser attempts
to induce a sense of future usefulness on behalf of society. Research use of archives is
one, but only one, of the uses to be assessed. 41

How Will Records Be Appraised to Uncover This Evidence?

Naturally, by changing the focus of the appraisal, many critics of Schellenberg's
methodology also advocate a new definition of how the appraisal process should be
undertaken. The traditional model, critics assert, employs a "bottom-up" approach to
appraisal, that is, value is established by moving upwards from analysis of the record
to the examination of the transactions and activities, and finally to identification of the
functions and administrative structure. This appraisal process, critics contend, is a flawed
and essentially backward approach. Supporters of a new model maintain that a more
rational and productive appraisal process would employ a "top-down" approach. For
proponents of this functional appraisal model, the process begins with an analysis of
business functions and structure or of the archival fonds, 42 of the interaction between
function and structure, then moves downward to an analysis of the activities and trans-
actional processes, and finally arrives at an examination of the record, if necessary.
During this process two appraisal assessments would be made: one, of the most impor-
tant record-creating entities, and the other, of the critical functions and transactions.
These units and these functions then become the targets of record-collecting activities
by the archives. 43
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When Will Records Be Appraised?

Finally, some critics of appraisal theory and practice based on Schellenberg's prin-
ciples call for a reassessment of when archival appraisal occurs. In accordance with the
tenets of the continuum model, proponents of a new appraisal model advocate con-
ducting the appraisal much earlier in the process, again preferably at the design stage.
Advocates of this position warn that if procedures for early identification and mainte-
nance are not established, records-particularly electronic records-may never sur-
vive or even be created.44 However, advocates of Jenkinsonian principles and of the
life cycle model argue that archival intervention on the scale advocated by the propo-
nents of the continuum theory may have adverse effects on the integrity of records.
This is not to say that Duranti and others who support this position do not believe
archivists have a role in the early stages of the life cycle. However, ultimately this role
is limited, and it certainly does not envision archivists actively appraising records.45

To summarize, many appraisal theories generated in the last 10 to 15 years differ
from the traditional appraisal model based on Schellenberg's principles. Overall, there
is general agreement that, in the modern world of high-volume documentation and
electronic records, archivists must focus on the concept of preserving evidence of func-
tions and activities. Beyond that role, some archivists advocate an appraisal strategy
designed to identify and rank the functions and creators that generated the records.
Others seek to locate the value of records in patterns of use. In addition, some archi-
vists who support the continuum model argue that archivists must intervene early in
the records management process if records are to be created and preserved. Others who
support a life cycle model and Jenkinsonian principles warn that involvement early in
the life cycle of records may have very harmful effects on the integrity of the record.

Description of Electronic Records

Will traditional methods for describing archival records (descriptive inventories,
guides and other finding aids created after the records are transferred to the archives)
be adequate and useful for electronic records? Again, there are two quite different
responses to this question based on one's perspective. This time, let us first examine
the arguments of those archivists who support the continuum model and argue for
alternate strategies for describing electronic records.

Critics of employing traditional strategies for describing electronic records identify
four major reasons for adopting other methods. In the first place, they argue that docu-
mentation of business processes cannot be postponed until the point when records
become inactive: to be effective, description must take place over the life of the record.
Only in this way, it is argued, can archivists hope to document business transactions
throughout their life cycle. So in this context we again encounter a basic premise of the
continuum model: the archivist must be involved much earlier in the management
process, preferably at the design stage.

Secondly, it is argued that traditional prose narratives and descriptions of data struc-
tures cannot possibly describe the multitude of record linkages or reflect the relation-
ships among transactions in automated systems. To properly describe these complex
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record systems, it is recommended that much more dynamic and interactive documen-
tation strategies be employed.

In a related argument, critics claim that traditional descriptive methodologies that
depend upon physically reviewing records, files, and series to identify content and
context are not viable in the world of electronic records. Unlike paper documents where
content and physical form are united in a medium that provides the record of the trans-
action, and where relationships among documents can be observed, electronic records
are not physical but are logically constructed and often "virtual" entities. Therefore, it
is argued, efforts to document business transactions based on an examination of "views"
or of automated forms will fail to reveal the nature of the business transactions. Conse-
quently, methods other than direct observation and review must be employed to prop-
erly document automated systems.

Finally, proponents of this position of change argue that a viable system of docu-
menting business processes already exists in the form of record system metadata. It is
routine for systems designers and programmers to generate documentation on the con-
tent and structure of the systems and programs they create. Why not, it is suggested,
make this metadata system the basis for describing electronic records? Why not con-
sider a shift from creating descriptive information to capturing, managing, and adding
value to system metadata? As the reference to adding value suggests, proponents of
this strategy do not recommend adopting metadata systems as is. System metadata
typically do not contain all the information archivists need to describe electronic records;
in particular, all the necessary contextual data required to understand the context of the
transaction are not present. Therefore, it is suggested that archivists will need to know
which metadata elements are required to fully describe these records and must be in a
position to add these descriptive elements to the system, preferably at the design stage.46

To summarize, critics of employing traditional methodologies to describe electronic
records argue that methods based on direct observation and review will not work, and
that the finding aids produced will not adequately describe these complex systems. As
an alternative strategy they recommend a shift to the management of system metadata,
but they caution that this strategy will work only if archivists define and articulate the
required metadata elements and are involved at or near the beginning of the design
process.

Naturally, not all archivists agree with the strategy described above. In particular,
members of the UBC-MAS project team have expressed serious misgivings. Their
arguments focus on the themes of the authenticating role and the unique and vital
contributions of traditional archival description. Luciana Duranti argues that the "veri-
fication of the authenticity of electronic records over the long term will have to rely on
one thing and one thing only: their archival description."47 Traditional arrangement
and description verify authenticity, according to Duranti, by preserving the network of
administrative and documentary relationships. "Administrative relationships are re-
vealed and preserved through the writing of the administrative history of the archival
fonds and its parts, including its preservation and custodial history. Documentary rela-
tionships are revealed and preserved through the identification of the levels of arrange-
ment of the fonds and their representation in structured descriptions. ' '48
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Heather MacNeil, another member of the UBC-MAS team, focuses on the concepts
of authenticity and impartiality from another perspective. She warns that by introduc-
ing metadata requirements designed to satisfy the needs of future users, archivists com-
promise the impartiality of the records. And if "the impartiality of the metadata is
compromised, their value as evidence will be compromised, which means, ultimately,
that the underlying objective of metadata strategies-the preservation of evidence
will be defeated. ' '49 In short, she asserts, "archival participation in the design and main-
tenance of metadata systems must be driven by the need to preserve them as archival
documents, that is, as evidence of actions and transactions, not as descriptive tools." 5

Another argument MacNeil puts forward in defense of traditional archival descrip-
tion is that it performs a vital function that system metadata cannot. She argues that
because the scope and context of system metadata are "comparatively narrow, metadata
circumscribe and atomize these various contexts. Archival description, on the other
hand, enlarges and integrates them. In so doing it reveals continuities and discontinuities
in the matrix of function, structure, and record-keeping over time."51

To summarize, the UBC-MAS position on this issue of description of electronic
records asserts that, because of the unique and vital role of archival description in
maintaining authenticity and in describing the context of records over time, metadata
systems cannot replace traditional archival description. The answers, they claim, will
be found by following "the dictates of archival science" and by building strategies "on
the foundation of descriptive principles and practices that have already been estab-
lished."

52

Conclusion

Let us return to the questions posed at the beginning of this paper: What is the prac-
ticing archivist to make of these quite different, often conflicting strategies? Where
does one start in the quest to become an informed player in electronic records manage-
ment?

First and foremost, do not become a true believer and irrevocably commit at this
point to any one model for managing electronic records. The problem with the Pitt or
UBC models-or any other strategy-is that they have not been properly tested in the
field.53 As Margaret Hedstrom reminds us, "What we lack is an evaluation of the use-
fulness of these findings from the perspective of organizations that are responsible in
some way for preserving and providing access to electronic records. We need assess-
ments from the administrators of archival and records management programs about the
feasibility of putting the proposed policies and models into practice. ' ' 4 In short, there
are no clear-cut answers available yet, but there are plenty of very good ideas and
emerging strategies out there. The existence of electronic records strategies leads to
the next suggestion.

Get started immediately in exploring the issues and the various options. Do not sit
back and wait for some ready-made product to present itself, because it is very unlikely
that such a product will appear. Any model or strategy will require a great deal of
knowledge, judgment, and good common sense from those who are asked to imple-
ment it. Moreover, you may be faced with the task of determining which strategy or
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combination of strategies best suits you and your institution, and this decision requires
you to be informed and knowledgeable.

A related piece of advice would be to begin learning some new skills. One of the
conclusions arrived at by most archivists involved in electronic records management is
that the archival profession needs to add some new skills to its "tool kit" in order to be
effective in this world of automated records. Skills that immediately come to mind are:
a basic knowledge of how automated systems are created and work; a more detailed
knowledge of data and information management principles and techniques; experi-
ence implementing functional decomposition and business process modeling method-
ologies; and knowledge of computer-based information systems, particularly metadata
systems, such as data dictionaries and information resource dictionary systems. The
goal here is not to become a programmer or systems analyst, but rather an archivist
who can speak the language of the technologist, who understands the role of metadata
in documenting systems, and who can perform some basic tasks related to the model-
ing and description of business processes.

Begin by identifying the key players at your institution in the area of data and infor-
mation management. Who are the people who manage the central databases in your
institution? Who is involved in decision support? Is there a group of individuals who
meet regularly to discuss data and information management issues? Who is involved
in risk assessment and management? Who are the individuals auditing the institution's
information systems?

Once you have identified these people, begin the process of forming partnerships.
Data and information managers, auditors, and decision support personnel often do not
know how the archivist fits into the whole process of managing electronic records. It is
important for archivists to educate these people about the archival mission, to learn
more about technologists' particular needs and methodologies, and eventually begin
to develop with them an overall strategy for managing electronic records. Designing a
program for managing electronic records requires the skills and expertise of many
people; it demands a real team effort.

Finally, it is important to remain flexible and open to new ways of doing things.
Most archivists working with electronic records agree that managing this material will
require some changes in the way we do business. Whether this results in a new archival
paradigm or merely in some adjustments to traditional practices is not known. Most
likely, however, those archivists who are willing to explore and consider new ideas,
new techniques, and new methodologies will be ahead of the game. Dogmatism and a
rigid allegiance to strongly held notions of the past on how to manage records seem
counterproductive in the present environment characterized by rapid changes in many
aspects of our professional life.

What is needed at this point in time are archivists who are willing to experiment with
creative combinations of ideas, old and new; who are courageous enough to seek out
and form partnerships with information specialists, auditors, and risk managers whose
language and methodologies are presently foreign to them; who are motivated to learn
new skills; and, ultimately, who are committed to developing realistic strategies for
managing electronic records, no matter where this journey may lead them.
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REAPPRAISAL OF CONGRESSIONAL
RECORDS AT THE MINNESOTA

HISTORICAL SOCIETY: A CASE STUDY

BY TODD DANIELS-HOWELL

ABSTRACT." In 1994 the Minnesota Historical Society developed a Congressional
Papers Appraisal Policy in order to improve the content and reduce the size of the
extremely large and complex collections of papers of U.S. Senators and Representa-
tives. A 1994 Archival Issues article by Mark Greene detailed the development of that
policy and its use by the Historical Society with incoming collections of papers. But
the Appraisal Policy was meant to serve as a reappraisal tool as well, and this article
serves as a follow-up case study of the Historical Society's successful reappraisal ef-
forts over the last few years.

In 1994 Mark Greene published an article in Archival Issues that discussed the Min-
nesota Historical Society's recently completed Congressional Papers Appraisal Policy.
In the intervening years the Society has successfully put that policy to use in evaluat-
ing incoming collections of congressional papers. Just as importantly, though, the So-
ciety has been able to successfully reappraise several of its existing collections of con-
gressional papers using the same appraisal policy. This article will serve, then, as a
follow-up case study showing how the Minnesota Historical Society put policy into
practice.

"The Minnesota Historical Society's interest in documenting public affairs has a
long history," noted Greene, "beginning with its organization in 1849 by men who
were themselves active participants in politics and government.... [T]hey and their
successors on the Society's governing board, the staff, the state legislature, and the
public at large collaborated in bringing together a rich store of information. Among its
holdings are the papers of many of the state's Representatives and nearly all of its
Senators. These collections have brought the Society prestige, research use, strong
documentation of individuals and issues in greater Minnesota, and (not unimportantly)
relationships with politically powerful elected officials."' They also have brought the
Society extraordinary amounts of paper. By 1993 the Society's congressional collec-
tions amounted to 6,200 cubic feet (not including the Vice Presidential portions of the
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papers of Hubert Humphrey and Walter Mondale). Ninety-five percent of this total
documented congressional activity since World War 11.2

Within this setting, then, the Society created appraisal guidelines that sought "to
balance the Society's resources against the increasing bulk of congressional collec-
tions, and to define the most stringent appraisal criteria possible consistent with pre-
serving collections which serve the long-term historical objectives of historians and
other researchers." 3 It is important to note in this regard that the Minnesota Historical
Society manuscripts section has obligations far beyond documenting politics and pub-
lic affairs. It is charged with documenting the whole range of human activity in the
state. And while politics is an important component of Minnesota history, it is at least
arguable that its importance is not so great as the resources that the Society has devoted
to documenting it. Neither the stack space nor the staff time is sufficient to swallow
Congressional collections whole and still be able to document business, recreation,
family life, etc. appropriately for Minnesota. We had to ask "Do we really need 116
feet of material to document Congressman Tom Hagedorn's eight years in office when
we keep 110 feet for nearly seventy years of the St. Paul Area United Way?" 4

To pare these congressional collections down the Society's guidelines specifically
relied on the Society's accomplishments in documenting the state's entire congres-
sional delegation. A principal reason that the Society views the state's Representatives
and Senators as a delegation is that the institution is interested in them as representa-
tives of Minnesota, not as representatives of congress or necessarily as important people
in their own right. Hence, the Society is more concerned about using their records to
document politics in the state than in documenting congress, documenting VIPs, or
documenting the national political process per se. In view of this collecting mission,
wrote Greene, "and because there is much redundancy and duplication...among mem-
bers of the delegation in terms of the issues and projects dealt with, as well as with the
constituents helped or heard from, the guidelines [sought] to reduce this overlap by
treating the collections of Senators differently than the collections of Representatives." '5

"By choosing to more thoroughly document the activities of Senators," as Frank
Mackaman argued in 1986, "a repository has the assurance of receiving materials docu-
menting concerns of importance from all comers of the state. The papers of Represen-
tatives, therefore, can be reduced further (especially such series as constituent corre-
spondence), and focused to provide better documentation of those activities unique to
the particular legislator and/or to his/her district." '6

The most controversial component of these appraisal guidelines by far-though only
within the archival community and not to the Society's donors or (at least so far) its
users-has been the decision not to retain any constituent correspondence for any of
the state's Representatives. In addition to the remark quoted in the 1993 report from a
congressional staffer to the effect that most letters from constituents were inane and
most answers from the office were equally inane, a further piece of evidence has sur-
faced to support the decision to take a hard line on issue mail. After reviewing the
Society's guidelines, then Representative Tim Penny's office assigned an intern to study
the role of constituent mail in the evolution of policy and voting decisions. What he
found, through talking to Penny's staff and to the congressman himself, as well as by
doing a detailed analysis of his constituent mail over a 10-year period, was that issue
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mail was of little consequence in formulating policy or influencing Penny's vote. Rather,
"Penny often relied on personal interaction with constituents (including town hall
meetings and office meetings) in determining constituent sentiment on legislative is-
sues.... In fact, Penny voted on the 'wrong' side of his constituent mail on five of the
top ten legislative issues" over an eight-year period.7 In other words, we found that
congressional offices consider issue mail mundane, routine, and uninteresting. This
certainly does not obligate archivists to view it the same way. However, without strong
evidence that issue mail is used heavily by researchers, and considering that, for Min-
nesota at least, expression of opinions by citizens will be preserved in the papers of
U.S. Senators, we remain completely comfortable with the decision to reject constitu-
ent correspondence from the papers of Representatives.

Since 1993 the Society has been applying these guidelines to new congressional
collections with real success. Incoming collections have been significantly smaller
because of the prior removal of large series, such as case files, and because they con-
tain many fewer extraneous files, such as flag and yearbook requests, thereby reducing
the appraisal and organizational work that must be done on the collections once they
have arrived. Just as importantly, perhaps, the congressional offices are pleased, and
even grateful, to have clear guidance from the Minnesota Historical Society about
what has historical value, and even happier that they don't have to worry about keep-
ing track of case files and issue mail any longer than is strictly necessary for their
offices to function.

However, it was not until 1995 that the Society was able to begin applying these
guidelines to collections already held by the Society. Though it remains a controversial
notion, the Society believes-within limits in applying appraisal criteria retroactively.
The most important limit is that the collections being reappraised should be compa-
rable in terms of chronology, content, and provenance as the collections for which the
appraisal criteria were developed. Thus the Society's reappraisal included only Repre-
sentatives serving from the late 1960s to the present. With the assistance of NHPRC
Mellon Fellow Sushan Chin, Mark Greene and I began a project to test the applicabil-
ity of the guidelines on two collections, those of Representatives Arlen Erdahl (who
served for eight years) and Albert Quie (who served for 20 years). For reappraisal to
make any sense in terms of expenditure of resources, we sought to maximize the space
savings at the least cost in staff time. In order to do this we aimed to weed material only
at the series level, rather than at the folder level.

Our first discovery in the testing phase was that the filing systems used by Represen-
tatives Erdahl and Quie were fairly amorphous and did not match up well with the
series outlined in the appraisal guidelines, and found in most congressional offices
today. Although there were fairly distinct series, such as newsletters, academy appoint-
ments, case files, invitations, speeches, and press releases, the largest portion of both
collections consisted of subject files (variously labeled "general," "departmental," "leg-
islative," and "subject"). Upon close examination of representative boxes, these sub-
ject files were found to be constituent correspondence on a myriad of issues; a letter or
memo with staff or colleagues about policy formulation or legislation would occasion-
ally appear, but represented less than one percent of the items. Generally, it appeared
that there was more internal material, and more useful background material, on issues
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or projects closely related to the Representative's district or to national issues in which
the Representative invested a great deal of his (or his staff's) time. Therefore, in both
sets of papers we chose to identify those folders in the subject series that related to the
representative's district or to areas of particular concern and expertise. In Quie's case
these files related to poverty, education, and agricultural issues in addition to his dis-
trict concerns. Erdahl, on the other hand, did not particularly distinguish himself on
any specific issues and, therefore, his subject files related only to district issues were
deemed worth saving.

However, for the reappraisal to be practical in terms of staff time invested versus
results obtained, it was not feasible for us to examine the contents of each of the folders
in these broad constituent subject files. The alternative was to select files based on the
folder titles alone. In order to test the feasibility of this approach we selected 10 ran-
dom boxes of subject files from each Representative, marked the folders in the box
inventories that we believed reflected the choices noted above, then examined the con-
tents of every folder in the 10 boxes. In our examination of the folder contents we did
not find any folders that contained materials we wished to save and had not also been
selected from our perusal of folder titles. In fact, the opposite was true. There were a
significant number of folders that did not merit retention based on their contents, even
though we had selected them based on their folder titles. We were content, though, to
live with this. The final selection and disposition of the subject files was therefore done
by folder title review.

Based on this approach, and the weeding of such series as academy appointments,
invitations, unidentified photographs, and the like, we reduced the Arlen Erdahl Pa-
pers from 120 to 20 cubic feet, and the Albert Quie Papers from 462 to 176 cubic feet.

Due to the success of this project, the Society's Division of Library and Archives
allocated money to hire a project archivist in 1996 to implement further reappraisal. In
the first four months the project archivist, Rob Teigrob, was able to reappraise four
additional collections resulting in the removal of nearly six hundred cubic feet of ma-
terial. The collections reappraised by both Chin and Teigrob represent a total of 70
years of congressional service. Before the reappraisal project the collections totaled
1,536 cubic feet. After applying the appraisal guidelines 982 cubic feet-64 percent
of that total was removed and destroyed. For four of the six collections, whose Repre-
sentatives served an average of eight years, the destruction rate was close to 80 per-
cent; for the two other Representatives, who each served nearly 20 years, the destruc-
tion rate was only 50 percent. This difference in percentage of destruction represents,
we think, the difference in the stature, clout, and activity of the longer-tenured office-
holders.

Although this gain in stack space is significant, one may be tempted to ask what has
been lost as a result of our reappraisal. Have relationships with donors been damaged?
Has the quality of the collections been compromised? Experience so far tells us that we
can safely answer "no" to both of these questions.

Of the six collections that have been reappraised, the two largest did not have donor
agreements allowing the Society to dispose of unwanted material. Before we could
proceed, therefore, we had to contact the two former congressmen (one of whom was
also a former governor and the other a former mayor of Minneapolis) to inform them of
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our intentions and to seek permission to destroy the material weeded from their collec-
tions. In both cases we sent copies of our appraisal guidelines and told them of our
belief that this process would make their collections more accessible to researchers.
Both men quickly gave consent to the destruction of unwanted materials and indicated
that they completely trusted our judgment in these matters. The thoroughness of the
appraisal guidelines conveys competence and thoughtfulness to donors, both past and
present.

Although we believe strongly that the Minnesota Historical Society appraisal guide-
lines and, in particular, our reappraisal of collections using them, have made these
collections stronger because of their greater accessibility and higher concentration of
historically valuable materials, in the end only researchers will be able to judge this.
There are those on the Society's staff who worry about researchers from the past re-
turning to collections to find that what they once used or cited in a publication no
longer exists. But, at this admittedly early date, there have been no complaints whatso-
ever about the new shape of these collections nor has there been any evidence that
historians or other researchers depend on having constituent correspondence for every
district in Minnesota.

One may be tempted to ask yet a third question: Is the Society undermining the
overall documentation of Congress by applying and publishing its guidelines? This
can be answered in two ways. First, while the Society believes documenting Congress
is important, it does not-and cannot-see it as its principal priority. As stated earlier,
there are many other documentary priorities in line ahead of Congress as an institution.
Second, I would argue that it is quite possible that the appraisal guidelines-or the
even more draconian ones employed by our colleagues at the State Historical Society
of Wisconsin-may actually assist in documenting Congress. After all, when a con-
gressional collection is conceived as 20 boxes of political, speech, clippings, and dis-
trict project files rather than 120 boxes of mostly constituent correspondence, preserv-
ing and making the collection publicly accessible become possible for many more
repositories. Surely there is some benefit in that.

With all of this "success" under our belts am I then advocating the reappraisal of
others' congressional collections too? Well, yes and no. Just as with the guidelines
themselves, I do not expect that other repositories will accept without question the
Minnesota Historical Society's reappraisal approach. After all, the approach was origi-
nally formulated to work solely for the Society. However, the size and depth of its
collections, and the fact that its staff has to worry about far more than documenting
politics and politicians, offered us an opportunity to thoughtfully explore a process
that may be adaptable in other settings as well. The staff at the Society has had contact
with several smaller repositories grappling with their first congressional collections.
While the first thing said to them is that they may want to make different decisions than
the Society made based on their own repository's mission and clientele, generally they
have accepted the Society's guidelines if for no other reason than that they did not have
the space or other resources to do otherwise. So I do not for a minute presume or assert
that the Society's guidelines are "standards" or universally applicable, but I do think
they are logical and defensible within certain fairly broad contexts.
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FROM VILLAGE SMITHY TO SUPERIOR
VACUUM TECHNOLOGY: MODERN
SMALL-BUSINESS RECORDS AND

THE COLLECTING REPOSITORY

BY MARK A. GREENE

ABSTRACT: Documenting modem business in the United States is a complicated
matter for archivists, and has been the subject of much recent attention in the profes-
sional literature. The Minnesota Historical Society (MHS) has undertaken a major
initiative to redefine its collecting approach to modem business records, based both on
new conceptual approaches such as macroappraisal and on studies of actual records
usage. Documenting modern small business adds to these complications three prob-
lems: 1) there is no agreed-upon definition of what a small business is; 2) small busi-
ness has become invested, like "the family farm," with as much myth as reality; 3)
small businesses do not operate like large businesses and therefore do not generate the
same archival records. In this essay, an appraisal archivist uses the experience of MHS
to argue for a nontraditional approach to documenting modem small business.

Introduction

What should our acquisition and appraisal policies be toward modem small busi-
ness? This is a simple question with only the most complicated of answers. In order to
arrive at an answer, archivists must first confront a related set of difficult questions. In
the United States, at least, the most intractable of these questions is the most basic one:
Just what is a "small business"? Trying to answer this question from a purely econo-
metric standpoint turns out to be hard enough, but we must deal with the fact that in
America "small business" is also a social construct of no small importance. The small-
business "myth"-as much as the undeniable fact that small-business collections pose
less of a physical and organizational challenge to hard-pressed repositories than do the
records of large corporations-helps to explain why certain smaller firms are actually
much better documented than large corporations.

Against this background, this article will present an abbreviated version of how one
collecting repository decided to manage the documentation of small business within
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an overall documentation approach to modem business and the rest of modem society.
When defining this approach we asked, What is our purpose or goal in documenting
business in general, and how does small business relate to that goal? What practical
limitations exist on our ability to acquire and preserve records of small business? And
are archival collections the best method of documenting small business? All of these
questions are entirely relevant to the question of acquisition and appraisal policies for
big business-indeed, for almost any form of organized human activity-but they are
not asked (much less answered) very often.

Defining "Small Business"

Let's begin, then, with the deceptively simple question of defining "small business." 1

This is a question whose answer is as varied as are the answerers. One economic histo-
rian has proposed as a definition for "small business," one in which the owner "main-
tains direct and firm lines of communication with his operating managers, and keeps
personal ties with a large proportion of his work force." 2 This may come closest to
capturing what many people would intuitively consider a small business, but has the
major disadvantage of being unquantifiable. Most economic historians instead gener-
ally seem to define modem small businesses (in the post-I 880s economic era in the
United States) as those with fewer than one hundred employees.' The U.S. Census
tends implicitly to define small businesses as those employing fewer than 20 people.
By this measure, there are roughly 140,000 small businesses in Minnesota alone, 85
percent of the total number of businesses. This 85 percent of enterprises employs only
25 percent of the state's business workforce. Small businesses are represented in every
one of 80 major categories (and most of the approximately five hundred subcategories)
of business types listed by the census.4

However, the United States Small Business Administration (USSBA), the govern-
ment agency most concerned with small businesses, states flatly that "there is no stan-
dard size definition of a small business. .... The definition used may depend on the
policy issue or question being analyzed, or the industry being studied." The only re-
quirement is that a small business cannot be "dominant" in its industry; small, there-
fore, is relative to the industry giants. Moreover, depending upon the industry, domi-
nance is measured either by gross revenue or by number of employees. For example,
as far as the USSBA is concerned, a "small" manufacturer could have up to fifteen
hundred employees, depending upon what is being manufactured; a "small" retailer
can have annual receipts of up to $13.5 million, depending upon what is being sold. To
make matters worse, in its annual state-by-state reports, the USSBA adopts "indepen-
dent businesses with fewer than 500 workers" as its definition of "small businesses,"
presumably so as not to have to explain to a broader public just how complex the
situation really is. By this last definition, 98.1 percent of nonfarm businesses in Minne-
sota are small. 6 The USSBA summed up by stating that "the definitional issues con-
cerning [small] business owners are.., confused." '7 Certainly quite an understatement.

Moreover, none of these definitions of small business include those people who are
self-employed. The USSBA reckons there are more than 170,000 Minnesotans who
fall into this category, which is almost 10 percent of the total number of people
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employed in the state. Nor do most of the federal government definitions include farms
as businesses, which is to say that the roughly 88,000 farms in Minnesota-all of
which have fewer than five hundred employees and which together employ 130,000
workers8 - could reasonably be added to the figures supposedly counting small busi-
ness. To complicate matters further, by defining small businesses as independent, most
definitions overlook not only franchises of major retail and service chains, but also fail
to adequately account for the "neither fish nor fowl" status of voluntary associations
(such as the Independent Grocers Association) and cooperatives (such as True Value
Hardware) through which independent retailers have sought to counter the purchasing
power of large chains. 9

Other familiar attempts to categorize small business also fail. All family businesses
are not small, but it is equally true that all small businesses are not family owned.
Indeed, a small business is not necessarily privately owned. A small business can issue
stock, even have it trade publicly, and still be small. On the other hand, a small corpo-
ration may still be a family business, as enunciated by one archivist relative to docu-
menting family farms. He noted that "archivists may encounter what amounts to
disinformation in the guise of accepted knowledge: articles in the press, for instance,
which dramatize the entry of corporations into farming while ignoring the fact that in
over ninety per cent of these corporations the stockholders are members of the same
family.' 0 So, is there an answer to the question ofjust what we are talking about when
we talk about small business? No. Clearly, small businesses exist; we just don't know
what they are.

If providing an econometric definition is difficult, there is the additional difficulty of
the social connotations long associated with small business in the U.S. Small business
has evolved into the capitalist equivalent of Thomas Jefferson's agrarian freehold, the
epitome of American values. To quote one historian:

Like the agrarian myth, which held that moral degeneration could be
the only consequence of an increasingly urban society, the small busi-
ness ethic in U.S. history asserts the simplistic view that the only thing
the matter with business is bigness. So long as business is small, it pro-
vides an opportunity, and for many the only opportunity, to acquire, if
not a fortune, at least a competence."

Horatio Alger popularized and cemented this image of small business from the 1870s
through the 1920s. It has been a staple of popular culture and political discourse ever
since. President Richard Nixon articulated it in 1973: "Small business is proudly em-
blematic of the freedom of opportunity which is our national creed. It expresses the
freedom of every American to achieve something in his own way .... It is also the
lifeblood of America.' 1 2 Nearly a quarter century later a California Congressman said,
on the House floor, about the National Federation of Independent Businesses that "They
represent Main Street, not Wall Street. They represent the kind of mom-and-pop busi-
nesses and the small-business owners who in fact really are the economic backbone of
the communities that we are fortunate enough to represent here in the Congress." He
concluded that "small business ownership is a part of the American dream."' 3
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Mention "small business" to most people, even to most archivists, and they think of
the mom-and-pop grocery, the village smithy renowned by Longfellow, or perhaps the
local car dealership. This image of small business as a family-owned-and-operated
grocery store, the kind that still extends credit to regular customers and employs deliv-
ery boys, is charming and comforting, but also portentous; it carries a host of implica-
tions regarding just what a small business is and, therefore, why and how archivists
should preserve evidence of its existence. The trouble is, the icon of the mom-and-pop
comer retail establishment bears something of the same relationship to the actual uni-
verse of small businesses as does the image of the sod-busting pioneer farmer to the
actual universe of commercial agriculture. The family store has existed in various forms
in the U.S. for three hundred years or so and continues to exist today; it is, however,
hardly a representative sample of a small business. And it cannot, therefore, provide a
sound basis upon which to think about documentation goals.

To be sure, small businesses are economically as well as socially important in the
modern U.S. economy. In President Clinton's 1995 "Report on the State of Small Busi-
ness," we are reminded that small businesses (using the "less than five hundred em-
ployees" definition) "are a critical part of [the U.S.] economy. They employ almost 60
percent of the work force, contribute 54 percent of sales, account for roughly 40 per-
cent of gross domestic product, and are responsible for 50 percent of private sector
output."'14 Generally speaking, then, small business accounts for about half the U.S.
economy; the continuing importance of small businesses to policy makers and to the
economy as a whole is attested to by the very existence of the USSBA and by the
Bureau of Census's continuing efforts to document the tiniest of enterprises.' 5

Still, one must note three things. First, small business is not properly characterized
by the retail stores on Main Street. In Minnesota there are businesses with fewer than
20 employees in industries as diverse as mining, forestry, carpet manufacturing, corru-
gated box production, steel milling, manufacturing of construction machinery, chemi-
cal wholesalers, and banking, to name a very few. Moreover, many women- and minor-
ity-owned small businesses are found not in the traditional small retail trades, but in
fields such as electronics assembling, electronics manufacturing, engineering, and in-
formation processing, printing, and other service industries. 16 The state's largest small-
business employers are restaurants, health services, business services, wholesalers of
durable goods, and membership organizations; the fastest growing small businesses by
employment are insurance carriers, educational services, motion pictures, and chemi-
cals and allied products.' 7

Second, the nontraditional small businesses are the change agents in the economy.
Some economists have recently maintained that large corporations are too unwieldy
and inflexible to remain competitive in the global economy, and that the "flexible
specialization" possible in smaller firms is the best avenue for economic growth. The
exact extent of this superiority of small firms is subject to debate, and the varying
studies use (not surprisingly) varying definitions of "small" business.' 8 Still, when the
USSBA gives grants to small companies it considers to be on the cutting edge of the
economy, these grants go to companies such as Superior Vacuum Technology for de-
velopment of"TeraHertz Oscillators based upon Resonant Tunnel Diodes," not to Seven
Corners Hardware or the Day by Day Caf6.' 9
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Third, while small businesses account for half the U.S. economy, the other half of
the economy is accounted for by the two percent of firms with five hundred or more
employees. Small business as a whole has an important economic role, but individual
small businesses generally do not.

Extant Documentation of Small Business

Yet the (admittedly scanty) evidence that exists indicates that it is the myth of small
business of the Main Street hardware stores and banks-rather than the twentieth-
century reality that is being most aggressively and successfully documented by archi-
vists in the U.S. Limited surveys conducted in 1980 and in 1996 suggest that it is small
nineteenth-century retail and resource extraction companies that account for most of
the business collections in U.S. repositories. Most respondents to the 1980 survey of
college and university special collections "indicated that their records reflected small
companies-those with fewer than 100 employees," and only a few represented "com-
panies whose records extend into the twentieth century."'20 While this survey indicated
that small textile and lumber firms were somewhat better represented than banks, de-
partment stores, and grocery stores, the later survey-including not only university
special collections but state and county historical societies as well indicated clearly
that the type of business most represented in collections was "general stores." When
asked to compare the evolution of dominant industries in their state or region to the
evolution of their collections, virtually all repositories reported that their collections
much more accurately reflected the economy of the nineteenth century (and to some
extent the early twentieth century) than that of the mid- to late-twentieth century. Only
four of the repositories held collections from more than two active firms. 21

What all of this means is that it is likely that small businesses, especially nineteenth-
century small businesses, are better documented in the U.S. than are their modern big
business cousins. Certainly the aura of small business as the "pure" form of enterprise
is not alone in explaining this. Two other factors are important as well. In addition to
the lay mythology of small business there is a certain academic mythology. In the
1940s historian Thomas D. Clark argued that "One of the best single sources forAmeri-
can social and economic history is the records of small-town or rural businesses."
They provide crucial information about the dietary habits, clothing, agricultural prac-
tices, and medicinal use of typical American families, Clark argued, as well as about
"distribution of goods, of prices and of the intersectional relationships of the national
economy." '22 Clark was speaking, generally, about the financial accounts kept by nine-
teenth- and eighteenth-century firms, and it is indisputable that these records represent
often unparalleled information about the tastes and activities of the inhabitants of their
respective communities. What was true at a time when small retailers were the social
as well as economic hubs of their communities, and when little if any economic data
existed apart from the records of individual firms, has continued to dominate scholarly
and archival approaches to business records well into the late twentieth century.

Second, since at least the 1940s, historians and archivists have bemoaned the fact
that the records generated by large corporations were so enormous and so complex as
to be beyond the resources of most repositories to collect. 23 The biggest corporations
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in the United States, after all, have gross revenues, "populations" (employees), and
documentary output larger than many entire nations. There are a mind-numbing num-
ber and variety of business firms.24 Furthermore, the increasing decentralization of
large business organizations, combined with increased fear of liability grounded on
information found in retained documents, plus the vicissitudes of mergers and hostile
takeovers, have undermined efforts to preserve substantial and significant documenta-
tion of major corporations. 25 As Francis X. Blouin has noted, "Due partly to the un-
availability of modem business records and partly to the bulk of those record groups
that are available, research-oriented repositories find that they have neither the budget
nor the space to continue to document the workings of U.S. business enterprises in the
twentieth century in the way they documented enterprises in the nineteenth and earlier
centuries.

'"26

Documentation Approach to Small Business at the

Minnesota Historical Society

The approach taken by one historical repository interested in documenting business
to develop a pragmatic approach to the selection of twentieth-century business records
can be set against this background. The Minnesota Historical Society is the state's
largest historical repository and one of the two largest repositories in the nation for the
records of business: it holds 21,000 cubic feet of business records, covering 520 sepa-
rate collections. The business landscape in Minnesota is diverse. Minnesota boasts
more Fortune 500 companies per capita than any state save Illinois. It was the seat of
milling, lumber, and railroad empires in the nineteenth century and is home to major
concentrations of banking, supercomputing, and medical technology firms in the twen-
tieth century. Currently, there are about 120,000 business establishments in the state27

and untold numbers of business leaders and trade associations. To face this documen-
tary universe-and the documentation of all other aspects of human culture in Minne-
sota-MHS employs two manuscripts acquisition curators.28 The choices we face, there-
fore, are those of most collecting repositories: balancing the documentation of busi-
ness against all other documentary areas, and then deciding which businesses can and/
or should be documented and to what degree. As we set about to define an approach for
ourselves, we wound up defining an approach that may have value for other reposito-
ries as well. This approach, dubbed the "Minnesota Method," is the topic of a chapter
in the book, Records of American Business.

To summarize a 70-page chapter 29 in a few paragraphs, MHS decided that priorities
exist and choices get made either implicitly or explicitly. Ultimately, the collecting of
papers of one business necessarily means that some other business will not be solicited
or acquired-or that the papers of an equally important social service organization will
be forfeited to the trash bin. If thoughtful, conscious priorities are not set, the priorities
dictated by chance (which business went bankrupt this week; which business has its
CEO sitting on the repository's board) become completely determinative. But trying to
make choices only amidst the mass of records of a business-microappraisal was not
going to address the question of improving documentation of business sectors now
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dominating the state's economy. So following to some extent the Canadian concept of
macroappraisal we decided that appraising records themselves should follow an ap-
praisal of the records' creators.30

Our appraisal of records creators occurred only after extensively analyzing our cur-
rent holdings, studying the twentieth-century evolution of the state's economy, and
consulting with scholars in several disciplines interested in business and its history.
But we also did our best to consider our extant and predicted resources-of both staff
and space-the needs of our nonacademic users (who are the vast majority), and our
other documentary and program goals and priorities. In the end we wound up grouping
Minnesota businesses by industry, and then grouping the industries into 18 sectors, 31

which we sorted into four tiers based on economic impact (which were broken down
into number of employees in the state and revenue), extant documentation, and identi-
fication with or uniqueness to Minnesota.32 Still, each sector contained many more
businesses (with far more records) than we could realistically acquire. So we identified
and defined 11 factors that reflected a number of institutional concerns and priorities
that should exert, along with its tier, an influence on whether we would seek documen-
tation from an individual business and, if so, which documentation (these factors are
discussed in the next section).

The next necessary step was defining what the priorities mean in a practical sense
how these priorities translate into the actual "stuff" that would be acquired. To do this
we created five documentation levels (Do Not Collect, 33 and levels D through A) in
ascending order of comprehensiveness. Level D is an attempt to preserve minimal
evidence of the existence and purpose of a company (through such few documents as
annual reports, some product information, such as catalogs, and printed, film, or video
company histories), and no business defined as a level D would be actively solicited.
Basically, this level is designed to give us a way of responding to companies that we
might otherwise choose not to document at all, but for which mitigating circumstances
(including political pressure from board members) exist.34 The highest level of docu-
mentation, Level A, seeks to thoroughly document both the internal and external fac-
ets-or, to use the more contemporary terminology, functions of a company. The in-
depth documentation of internal communication, typically found in such documents as
correspondence and memoranda, is one of the most important distinctions between
Level A and Level B. Businesses at Level A will be actively solicited by Society staff,
as resources permit.

This summary does not fully explain the MHS documentation approach, but should
provide necessary context to further remarks on how small business fits into this scheme.
A few commentators have already expressed concern that this documentation approach
focuses exclusively on large business. While we think that the state's largest employ-
ers are, as individual businesses, more important than an equal number (or even five
times the number) of small businesses, our model does not ignore or even undervalue
small firms. Rather, we have tried to construct an approach that a) shifts the focus away
from individual firms and onto whole business sectors; b) consciously turns our atten-
tion toward certain characteristics of a business that often adhere to nontraditional
small businesses; c) rejects the notion that the only acceptable way to document a
business is by acquiring all (or nearly all) of its extant records; d) mitigates the natural
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tendency to "rescue" records of companies that are closing or celebrating chronologi-
cal milestones; and e) steps back from the myth of small business and from the nostal-
gia occasioned by local retailers with whom the repository staff has a personal relation-
ship.

While the Minnesota Method assumes that Minnesota's largest businesses are-
firm for firm-far more important to the economic, social, and political history of the
state (not to mention the nation) than any small businesses, in our model the number of
employees by firm is less significant than three attributes economic impact, extant
documentation, and identification with and/or uniqueness to Minnesota-of a busi-
ness sector. For example, our priority-one sectors are Agriculture, Medical Technol-
ogy, and Health Care, but only one of Minnesota's top 30 employers is a medical-
technology company and two are agricultural, while eight are health-care companies.
When a sector becomes a top priority all businesses within that sector, regardless of
size, become more attractive candidates for extensive (Levels A or B) documentation
than all but the largest (top 25) employers in lower priority sectors. As we discovered
fifty years ago when the records of virtually every lumber company in Minnesota were
sought and (if possible) acquired, there is a definite value to documenting an entire
industry-both large firms and small-that exceeds the value of the sum of its parts.
While there are no sectors in the modem economy that have so few firms that we could
hope to be that comprehensive, we do see a value to identifying a small number of
sectors to document in breadth as well as depth. For those sectors, smaller as well as
the largest companies would be targeted to give an overall picture of the sector.

"Capturing Small Businesses within the Sector" Approach

Moreover, within all the priority rankings of sectors, as we move toward considering
individual firms within the sector, the size of the company-while important-is cer-
tainly not the sole criterion of our interest. Proceeding from the first question we ask
about a firm to the last, the "decision points" are: 1) Is it one of the state's top 25
employers? 2) Is it one of the five largest employers in its geographic region of the
state? 3)Is it considered a leader in its particular industry (an industry being a subset of
a sector; for example, both health insurers and hospitals are industries within the Health
Care sector)? 4) Does it have a high degree of state or regional identification (an obvi-
ous example would be the late, lamented Hamm's brewery)? 5) Can the particular firm
serve as an illustrative example of a genre of businesses that we otherwise would not
want to document fully? 6) Is the business "politically" important (for example, does
its owner sit on the Society's executive board, or is she the sister of the chair of the
state senate's appropriation committee)? In addition, at the level of any one of these
decision points, our interest increases if the company is minority owned or has a par-
ticularly good set of records.

Regional economic impact, industry leadership, and minority ownership are all fac-
tors that weigh heavily to the advantage of small businesses. Thirty-four of the 135
largest employers outside the seven-county metropolitan area of Minneapolis-St. Paul
employ fewer than 500 people. Depending upon how finely one defines an industry,
leading businesses in some industries are apt to be relatively small. For example, of the
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35 largest Minnesota med-tech companies by revenue, only 10 (and not the top 10)
have more than five hundred employees.3' To put this in perspective, there are ap-
proximately five hundred med-tech firms in Minnesota. 36 We define med-tech as a
sector, rather than an industry, so the chances of seeking Level A documentation of a
smaller firm is that much better. Similarly, small businesses predominate among mi-
nority-owned firms. To take one example, of the sixteen hundred Latino-owned busi-
nesses in Minnesota, 1,375 represent self-employed individuals (that is, no employ-
ees); of the 225 with employees, the average number of people on the payroll is less
than one hundred.3 7

Documentation by Nontraditional Means

But if we can defend our approach to documenting business by showing that some
small businesses are indeed candidates for extensive documentation, we are also more
than willing to argue that accumulating business records is not the only-or even nec-
essarily the best-means of documenting business, especially small business. There
are at least three important sources for documenting business in addition to business
records per se. There are archival collections of third parties, that is, records of govern-
ment regulatory agencies, labor unions, and industry trade associations, and papers of
business leaders, elected officials, political activists, and employees. There are oral
history and oral interviews, which are increasingly used as a central resource for docu-
menting those aspects of modem business that are not sufficiently documented in writ-
ten form. And there are nonarchival resources, ranging from artifacts to newspapers,
from ephemera to trade publications, from annual reports to monographs. Kenneth E.
Foote reminds us that not just archives, but museums, libraries, and other institutions
"may sustain a representation of the past quite specific to its institutional mandate, but
these representations can be interrelated. The value of such a point is that it guards
against assuming that collective memory is invested in any single type of human insti-
tution, such as the archives."38 All of these sources have long been accepted as supple-
ments to traditional business records. What we are prepared to do at the Minnesota
Historical Society is to frequently seek and/or accept these sources-or collections of
corporate publications such as annual reports and employee newsletters-as substi-
tutes for collections of minutes, ledgers, and payrolls.

There are essentially two reasons relying on nontraditional documentation makes
sense, particularly for small business. One is that when we pay attention to what re-
searchers actually use to study modem business, we find that traditional company records
are far down the list. The other is that modern small businesses typically do not gener-
ate much in the way of records, and the records they do generate do not contain either
the evidence or the information of their nineteenth-century counterparts. At MHS our
documentation levels attempt to strike a balance between the demonstrable needs of a
relatively few scholars for fairly detailed documentation across a broad range of func-
tions at certain companies, and the increasingly well-documented use by the majority
of academics and amateur historians of well-organized summary data.

As part of the National Endowment for the Humanities grant that funded part of the
Records of American Business project, the Hagley Museum and Library oversaw a
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citation analysis to provide substantive information about the types of records used
and types of businesses studied in scholarly articles over the past 25 years. The Hagley
study found a clear indication that archival sources are not used very heavily by busi-
ness historians compared to internal and external publications. Of the 67,000 footnotes
studied, 36 percent of citations were to "primary source publications" (annual reports,
newsletters, trade journals, catalogs, government documents, newspapers); 28 percent
of citations were to secondary source publications (monographs and journal articles);
and 21.5 percent of citations were to unpublished primary source business records,
mostly correspondence files. Less than one percent were to financial records and less
than two percent to company minutes.39 This is not exactly a revelation. Distinguished
historian Arthur Cole asked 50 years ago whether it really made sense for the Baker
Library to devote 324 feet of stack space to records of the Slater textile company that
had been used nine times in 14 years, as opposed to filling that space with books or
other types of sources that would undoubtedly be used more frequently.40 Unfortu-
nately, in the intervening years, neither historians nor archivists have been willing to
pursue this question.

What is true for academic historians is equally true for others. In a limited study of
call slips conducted at MHS, researchers (everybody from genealogists to citizen his-
torians working on a history of their town or county to high school students) using
business-related material made the most use (in order) of secondary monographs, ex-
ecutive correspondence in business archives, audiovisual material, and personal pa-
pers. Maynard Brichford made a similar observation 40 years ago: "In selecting busi-
ness records for preservation, the potential users should be considered .... In many
instances, they are likely to be amateur historians more accustomed to newspaper ac-
counts than piles of correspondence, legalistic documents, books of entry with vague
column headings and streamlined forms.141

Indeed, such evidence as exists suggests that an analogous valuation of sources is
made by the internal and external clients at corporate archives as well. Forty-seven
corporate archives responded to a survey created by MHS and distributed under the
auspices of the Society and the Hagley as part of the Records of American Business
Project. Respondents were asked to select from a list of 39 record types and rank those
used most heavily by both internal clients and external researchers. Far and away the
most heavily used material by internal clients were photos, annual reports, and em-
ployee publications. Print advertising and biographical files also made respectable show-
ings. It should be noted that there were some variations by type of business, but not at
the level of these five most heavily used record series. It is also worth noting that the
same five series were the most heavily used by external researchers as well.42

If the lack of utility of most series of traditional business records is true for all busi-
nesses, it is especially true for small businesses, because the quantity and quality of the
records they create is generally lower than their larger counterparts. As noted previ-
ously, one historian's definition of a small business is a company in which the owner
"maintains direct and firm lines of communication with his operating managers, and
keeps personal ties with a large proportion of his work force." This conception under-
lies the argument put forth by communication scholar JoAnne Yates suggesting that
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the one unifying characteristic of small businesses is the paucity of records they gener-
ate. In Yates' words:

The small, owner-managed company (usually with fewer than 100 em-
ployees) was the standard form of American business enterprise before
1880 and still exists today. In this traditional firm, the owner(s) man-
aged all of the firm's workings.... In a small company of this type,
almost all internal communication was handled orally. The owner or
foreman collected operating information (such as the production sched-
ule and problems with machinery), made decisions, and gave orders in
person.... The accounting records in these small companies served
less as communications between individuals than as documentation of
financial transactions for future reference. They were simple, descrip-
tive records of monetary transactions....

"Internal communication in small firms has changed somewhat in recent times," she
continues, noting that telephones reduced correspondence while government regula-
tions increased certain other forms of record keeping. She concludes: "Communica-
tion and records, however, fulfill a relatively limited role in the small, traditional busi-
ness .... ,43 To varying degrees, this will be true whether the small business is a comer
grocery or a manufacturer of specialized steel products. The fewer employees the less
need for detailed written records outside of those necessary for financial accounting
and reports to government or to shareholders.

And what of those accounting records eulogized by Thomas Clark and cramming
the shelves of so many archives? In the nineteenth century the corner hardware store
would have kept a credit ledger recording accounts for all its customers and what each
person purchased. That these accounts are important for social and economic history is
indisputable, but they do not exist in modem stores. Not only do stores seldom extend
credit, even the most sophisticated inventory control systems would have much less
value today than in 1897. Why? Because in 1897 it was certain that virtually all sales
from a neighborhood store went to residents of that neighborhood, and using census
information a scholar could at least draw inferences about what goods were popular or
useful for the socioeconomic or ethnic composition of that neighborhood. Today, there
is no telling how many of a store's customers are from the immediate vicinity: the
automobile has seen to that. Moreover, the census bureau, USSBA, and various trade
associations are gathering and publishing financial and demographic information on
small businesses unheard of even 60 years ago. Mom-and-pop retail establishments
may continue to have an important social role in their communities, but generally this
will not be documented well in their business records.44 A television documentary, a
newspaper photo-essay, or a set of oral history interviews is much more likely to cap-
ture the cultural identity of such stores than a whole warehouse full of financial records
or even minutes.

Other types of small businesses-foundries, medical device manufacturers, diver-
sity consultants, building contractors-may or may not have records that provide docu-
mentation sufficiently useful to be worth preserving. Even if the records are "worth-
while," however, the question of whether to preserve them depends upon the priorities
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and resources of the repository rather than on the records themselves. Within the con-
text of seeking extensive documentation of the med-tech sector at MHS, the research
and development files, Federal Food and Drug Administration files, and financial records
(particularly relating to securing financing) of a particular small firm probably would
be "worth" keeping. But because architecture, construction, and heavy manufacturing
are not deemed important collecting goals for our repository, even a one hundred-year
run of minutes, ledgers, journals, customer correspondence, and job specifications for
a small foundry may not be important enough to preserve. 45

Fighting the Reflex to Save

Yet there remains a tendency to respond reflexively every time a business closes or
celebrates a chronological milestone. "Our instinct is still to see ourselves in the role of
a twentieth-century Horatius-at-the-Bridge: the last line of defence between preserva-
tion and oblivion. This causes us to make utterly ludicrous decisions regarding acqui-
sition by cloaking ourselves in the role of maintaining culture: If I don't save it, who
will?" 46 But there is more than an instinct to be the rescuer of endangered "culture"
involved in the reactive approach to appraisal taken by many archives. There can also
be an emotional involvement in appraisal decisions that cannot be dismissed lightly,
particularly when the firm in question is not only of the mythic mom-and-pop variety
but is a personal favorite of the repository staff. As members of society, archivists can
be touched by issues and events, such as the closing of a favorite business that is
important to one's community. In this we fully agree with Terry Cook that "archivists
are agents, conscious or unconscious, willing or unwilling, of the historical process in
which they find themselves. 47

Nevertheless, we believe that archivists can transcend their emotional attachments,
at least to some degree, and work toward making rational and thoughtful (though not
scientific and objective) choices. Although we agree with F. Gerald Ham that appraisal
is thus ultimately more an art than a science, we heartily support Virginia Stewart's
statement that "Even an art form demands rigor, attention to detail, and some rationale
for the technique. '4 In the end it is rationale for the technique that we sought at MHS
in constructing an approach to documenting business in general and small business in
particular.

To do so we had to ask ourselves some hard questions and give difficult and some-
times controversial answers. This essay began with one set of questions and it will
close with another. "How much will journals and ledgers reveal about corporate cul-
ture? Will any of the records series traditionally regarded as permanent deal with the
dynamics of organizational structure and adaptation in human terms? Will they even
capture the most salient realities of corporate culture and decision making as they
evolve in the present and the future?" 49 For small businesses even more than large
ones, the answer to these questions is usually "no." Let it be clear that the point is not
that seeking or acquiring traditional sets of business records is outmoded or useless,
but that-if we are to document business according to a rational plan (rather than
haphazardly) and if we are to have resources left to document the rest of society-
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soliciting and preserving traditional sets of business records, particularly of small busi-
nesses, must be done selectively rather than compulsively.
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DOCUMENTATION STRATEGIES IN
THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY?:

RETHINKING INSTITUTIONAL PRIORITIES
AND PROFESSIONAL LIMITATIONS

BY JENNIFER A. MARSHALL

Since its introduction into archival theory nearly fifteen years ago, the documenta-
tion strategy approach has generated considerable debate within the archival commu-
nity, garnering both advocates and critics. This discussion has been so widespread that
Terry Cook has called documentation strategy "the single most important NorthAmeri-
can contribution to a growing debate on appraisal theory, strategy and methodology."1

This paper will utilize a review of the professional literature to trace the evolution of
the documentation strategy, consider the arguments that have been raised for and against
it, and analyze several experiments with the concept to date. In addition, this overview
will argue for the importance of documentation strategy as an appraisal tool, and will
examine its relationship with functional analysis and macroappraisal. Finally, the pa-
per will include the results of interviews conducted by the author to assess the impact
that these three techniques, particularly documentation strategy, are having on North
American archival practice.

Defining "Documentation Strategy"

The archival documentation strategy concept was first introduced in papers pre-
sented by Helen Samuels, Larry Hackman, and Patricia Aronsson at a session of the
1984 Society of American Archivists annual meeting. 2 The pioneering work in the
archival literature, Helen Samuels's "Who Controls the Past," was published in 1986,
and defined the documentation strategy as follows:

A documentation strategy is a plan formulated to assure the documen-
tation of an ongoing issue, activity, or geographic area (e.g., the opera-
tion of the government of the state of New York, labor unions in the
United States, the impact of technology on the environment). The strat-
egy is ordinarily designed, promoted, and in part implemented by an
ongoing mechanism involving records creators, administrators (includ-
ing archivists), and users. The documentation strategy is carried out
through the mutual efforts of many institutions and individuals influ-
encing both the creation of the records and the archival retention of a
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portion of them. The strategy is refined in response to changing condi-
tions and viewpoints.3

This initial definition has five salient characteristics. First, the documentation strat-
egy defines a particular scope of documentation. Second, the plan involves not only
archivists, but also records creators, other administrators, and records users as well.
Third, the strategy is multi-institutional. Fourth, it seeks to influence the creation of
records, rather than deal only with existing documentation. Finally, the documentation
strategy is an ongoing process and can be revised as circumstances change. It is impor-
tant to note that Samuels distinguishes the documentation strategy from two familiar
concepts, the collecting/acquisitions policy and the collecting project. The former fo-
cuses on the holdings and collecting priorities of individual repositories, although its
implementation can be accomplished through interinstitutional cooperation and docu-
mentation strategies; the latter concentrates on the accumulation of existing documen-
tation of a specific issue, and is not an ongoing process.

The concept of the documentation strategy has evolved during a decade of dialogue
in the archival literature. Richard Cox cites the most recent definition of the documen-
tation strategy as that offered in the Society of American Archivists' 1992 glossary:

An ongoing, analytic, cooperative approach designed, promoted, and
implemented by creators, administrators (including archivists), and us-
ers to ensure the archival retention of appropriate documentation in some
area of human endeavor through the application of archival techniques,
the creation of institutional archives and refined acquisition policies,
and the development of sufficient resources. The key elements in this
approach are an analysis of the universe to be documented, an under-
standing of the inherent documentary problems, and the formulation of
a plan to assure the adequate documentation of an issue, activity, or
geographic area.4

This statement retains the essential elements of earlier definitions, while advocating
more clearly the creation of institutional archives as part of the documentation strategy
process. Based on this model, Cox suggests that the documentation strategy has four
basic elements: it is an analytical tool that provides a framework for addressing "some
aspect of the documentary universe;" it is an interdisciplinary process that brings the
expertise of a number of parties to the analysis of the documentary area under consid-
eration; it involves a recognition of inherent documentary problems, such as the in-
creasing quantity of modem documentation and the changing forms of contemporary
records; and, finally, it requires the formulation of a plan to define what constitutes
appropriate documentation for the area analyzed.' While the definitions in the glos-
sary and by Cox are not as explicit about interinstitutional cooperation and archival
intervention in the records creation process as Samuels's original definition, this might
be considered a difference in emphasis rather than in substance. The glossary defini-
tion describes documentation strategy as cooperative, and Cox discusses it as an inter-
disciplinary process. Regarding archival intervention, the latter definition's focus on
"the creation of institutional archives and refined acquisition policies" and "the
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formulation of a plan to assure.., the adequate documentation" necessarily involves
steps to identify and fill gaps in existing documentation.

Purpose and Goals

One of the driving forces behind the inception of a documentation strategy approach
was a professional perception that archivists were failing in their mission to adequately
document society, because current appraisal practices had resulted in overabundant or
inadequate documentation in some areas, while leaving complete gaps in the docu-
mentary record for others. 6 The watershed expression of this concern about appraisal
practice was written by F. Gerald Ham: "Our most important and intellectually de-
manding task as archivists is to make an informed selection of information that will
provide the future with a representative record of human experience in our time. But
why must we do it so badly? ' 7

Another important factor in the development of the documentation strategy was a
sense that contemporary records were changing, and that this evolution required archi-
vists to adapt old techniques and adopt new ones in order to effectively manage mod-
ern documentation. While there is not a professional consensus that present documen-
tary realities have altered the fundamental issues involved in archival functions, a number
of archivists have argued that emerging documentary forms and evolving organiza-
tional structures mean that the modem documentary universe differs from that of the
past in at least three ways.'

First, the emergence of new technologies has sparked an explosion in the sheer abun-
dance of records. Second, the increasingly complex relationships among modem insti-
tutions have rendered consideration of the records of isolated institutions unfeasible.
Because of increased multi-institutional collaboration, today's records often can be
understood only in conjunction with each other. Moreover, this complex web of rela-
tionships has resulted in large-scale duplication of documentation. Thus, informed
appraisal decisions must be made in the context of the available range of documenta-
tion, with the knowledge that related or better documentation might be held by another
institution. Finally, documentary forms themselves are changing. In addition to the
issues posed by the proliferation of electronic records, there is an increasing number of
non-textual documentary materials to be considered. According to proponents of the
documentation strategy, these changes in the nature of documentation itself require
that archivists develop new methods of approaching the documentary record to supple-
ment traditional practices.

Advocates of documentation strategies have argued that this approach holds a num-
ber of promises for contemporary archival practice. For example, through interinstitu-
tional cooperation to avoid duplication in collecting and careful planning to determine
in advance which records archivists should appraise, the strategy would appear to pro-
vide the means for conserving scarce archival resources in the long run. In addition,
the broad definition of the documentation strategy allows it to be adapted to a wide
variety of documentary needs, and its formulation as an ongoing process provides the
flexibility for revision as the nature of documentation changes.
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Another potential benefit of the documentation strategy is that, because it involves
records creators, users, and area specialists in its work, it affords archivists the oppor-
tunity to educate other sectors of society about the importance of archival work. In
addition, it offers archivists an opportunity to enhance the quality of documentation by
drawing on the different experiences and perspectives that each of these groups brings
to the table.9 In designing and promoting documentation strategies, archivists should
place special emphasis on building alliances with related information and historical
professionals, because documentation strategies have potential significance and appli-
cation for these fields as well. Libraries, manuscript repositories, museums, and his-
torical societies share the interest that archives have in ensuring the adequate docu-
mentation of society. Moreover, other information professionals often have more ex-
perience than archivists in collecting and preserving non-textual materials. 10

The chief recommendation of the documentation strategy, however, is that it is a
powerful tool to assist the archival profession with its appraisal responsibilities. In
recent years, some archivists have begun to advocate research-based techniques as the
only viable solution to the numerous appraisal dilemmas posed by the modem docu-
mentary universe. The premise behind these methodologies is that careful planning
and analysis must precede any examination of actual records. The documentation strat-
egy is one such approach that has been advanced in the archival literature; other tech-
niques that offer considerable promise are functional analysis and macroappraisal.

Other Techniques

The seminal work in functional analysis is Helen Samuels's consideration of the
documentation produced by modem colleges and universities.1" Samuels's ideas of func-
tional analysis grew out of prior efforts to consider the process involved in improving
the documentation of science and technology.1 2 The focus of functional analysis, un-
like that of the documentation strategy with its collaborative emphasis, is the single
institution. The premise of this approach is that

.. archivists must start their selection activities not with a consider-
ation of specific sets of records, but with an understanding of the con-
text in which records are created. A functional approach provides the
means to achieve a comprehensive understanding of an institution and
its documentation: a knowledge of what is to be documented and the
problems of gathering the desired documentation. 3

Functional analysis involves the identification of an institution's primary functions,
and the breakdown of each function into its component activities. In this exercise, the
archivist examines what sorts of documentation are necessary to document each func-
tion and activity fully. This analysis enables the archivist to pinpoint which units within
the organization are most likely to produce the required documentation, and also to
determine what types of documentation might not be produced at all because of the
nature of a particular function or activity. Having completed a functional analysis, an
archivist is then able to target particular functions and activities for priority attention,
based on the mission and goals of the institution.
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Canadian archivists have been the primary advocates of a third approach: macro-
appraisal. This technique grew out of the "total archives" concept in which public
archives seek out both public records and private papers. 14 Terry Cook, a proponent of
macroappraisal, has offered a comprehensive explanation of this model, and has out-
lined how the National Archives of Canada is utilizing it.' 5 In a macroappraisal model,
the focus is on records creators and records-creating processes, rather than on the records
themselves. The objective of this approach is to create an image of society that will
represent its most significant features. This image is achieved by integrating function,
which Cook equates with the purpose or intent of the records creator, with structure,
which represents the actual records creator. Cook points out that records are produced
through the interaction of function and structure with clients and argues that "It is at
these points of sharpest interaction that the best documentary evidence will be found."' 6

Thus, selection within the macroappraisal model involves a process of identifying
society's most important records-creating structures and then developing methods to
evaluate the importance of the client's interaction with these structures.

A shared goal of documentation strategy, functional analysis, and macroappraisal is
to improve the quality of documentation through more effective selection. Each of
these techniques, however, approaches appraisal in a slightly different manner. Docu-
mentation strategies seek to achieve better documentation through the careful consid-
eration of a specific issue, activity, or geographic area in a multi-institutional venture.
Functional analysis advances more comprehensive documentation of a single institu-
tion by analyzing the institution's primary functions and activities. Macroappraisal
focuses on providing a more representative image of society by considering the inter-
action of function, structure, and client as represented in an institution's records.

How do functional analysis and macroappraisal interact with documentation strat-
egy? Richard Cox writes that the relationship of these techniques, "whether as three
related concepts.., or even an evolution from one primitive concept to another more
sophisticated one or-even-similar ideas emerging in a parallel manner, remains to
be worked out over time ... ." In fact, proponents of these approaches have begun to
envision the form that this interaction might take. Both Samuels and Cook indicate that
documentation strategies, if they are to be implemented, must be preceded by appro-
priate groundwork at the institutional level.

Helen Samuels believes that the success of documentation strategies rests on strong
institutional archives. Therefore, she advocates functional analysis as a necessary step
to precede the implementation of documentation strategies. By gaining a firm under-
standing of the nature of their own institutional documentation, and by establishing
their particular institutional priorities, archivists will be able to better understand what
areas their institutions are able to document on their own. This process will also sug-
gest, however, that there are certain areas that institutions would be able to better docu-
ment as part of a multi-institutional, collaborative effort. Thus, Samuels feels that the
greatest success of documentation strategies will follow the widespread application of
institutional functional analysis.' 8

Cook also suggests that these techniques can complement each other. Once the struc-
tural-functional approach of macroappraisal has been applied at the institutional level,
Cook suggests that "the image should certainly be further supplemented by personal,
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private records in all media by use of the documentation strategy to identify who or
what has fallen through the cracks."' 9 In addition to the arguments advanced by Samuels
and Cook, which advocate the application of functional analysis or macroappraisal to
precede documentation strategies, the experiences of the Milwaukee project (discussed
in more detail below) lend credence to the notion that effective institutional archives
and collecting repositories are a prerequisite for the implementation of documentation
strategies.

Proponents of each of these techniques have repeatedly emphasized that such ap-
proaches are not intended to supplant traditional microappraisal methods. Richard Cox
argues that "the documentation strategy is intended to supplement rather than replace
traditional methods of archival appraisal. Documentation strategy is not a synonym for
all archival appraisal .... " 2 0 In addition, Cox has argued at length that the documenta-
tion strategy approach is consistent with traditional principles of archival appraisal. 2'
In her work on the institutional functional analysis of colleges and universities, Helen
Samuels writes, "Varsity Letters builds upon traditional archival practice and is in-
tended to supplement it....Archival practice stresses the need to understand institu-
tions and has used an examination of functions as a method to achieve this goal."122

Terry Cook calls for the application of traditional appraisal methods to follow the ap-
plication of macroappraisal criteria: "Traditional or micro-appraisal criteria applied
series by series, system by system, once the most important of these series and systems
have been identified in the macro-appraisal model ... must all be considered. '23

Documentation Strategy in Practice

In little more than a decade, proponents of the documentation strategy have pub-
lished several examples of how the concept might be translated from theory into prac-
tice. Recent archival literature has offered several models for documentation strate-
gies, described experimental documentation strategy projects, and suggested areas in
which a documentation strategy approach might prove useful.24 Projects detailing the
application of the documentation strategy to topical, functional, and geographic areas
have been described. This discussion within the professional literature has suggested a
number of common concerns and underscored several lessons that have emerged from
documentation strategy projects to date.

Over the course of the past 30 years, the American Institute of Physics (AIP) has
spearheaded a program that has had notable success in improving the documentation
ofmodern physics. It has served as a model for other disciplines, resulting in the cre-
ation of a number of new discipline history centers to document various areas of sci-
ence and technology. The success of the AIP project is largely due to its sustainability,
to its recognition of the importance of institutional archives, and to its approach to the
documentation of physics as an evolving process. It was from the outline of the pur-
pose, method, and practice of this project that the broader concept of documentation
strategy evolved. It was no coincidence, therefore, that an extended description of the
AIP project became one of the first published accounts of documentation strategy imple-
mentation.

25
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In 1959, a committee of physicists was established to assess the existing documenta-
tion of physics in American academia, industry, and government from 1890 to 1940.
Based on the results of this analysis, AIP requested a grant from the National Science
Foundation (NSF) in 1961. This grant enabled the AIP group to identify important
individual and institutional contributors to modem physics. Following this process,
AIP began work with records creators to ensure the placement of their papers at appro-
priate repositories, and to occasionally encourage the creation of documentation to fill
existing gaps. The program was considerably strengthened in 1965 when AIP estab-
lished the Center for the History of Physics and the project was no longer dependent on
NSF funding. Since then, the Center for the History of Physics has extended its docu-
mentary work into subfields of physics and into post-World War II physics.

The AIP program incorporated elements considered essential by later documenta-
tion strategists. For example, the documentation group worked to achieve a thorough
understanding of its intended field of documentation. In addition, it educated records
creators about the importance of their source materials and encouraged them to place
these materials in appropriate repositories. Most importantly, the project continued to
evolve and redefine its role as it recognized potential areas requiring better documen-
tation. Recently, AIP has examined large-scale "collaboratories" and identified which
to document.

In other ways, however, the AIP program diverges from the broader model outlined
by documentation strategy theorists. For example, the documentation group is largely
composed of records creators-members of the physics community-rather than a broad
mix of records creators, administrators, and users. In addition, its efforts to fill gaps in
existing documentation have been limited. The AIP project has, however, recognized
the importance of fostering institutional archives; its efforts have resulted in the estab-
lishment of fine collections at such institutions as Harvard University, the California
Institute of Technology, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

In the late 1980s, the National Historical Publications and Records Commission
(NHPRC) funded a two-year project in Western New York to test the archival docu-
mentation strategy concept. This experiment, consciously modeled on a documenta-
tion strategy framework, sought to improve the documentation of six counties in West-
ern New York. This regional documentation strategy project was intended to serve as a
model to suggest approaches to improve documentation statewide.26 A documentation
group, composed of members such as archivists, librarians, and historians, was as-
sembled.27 A framework was developed within which to assess existing documenta-
tion. This model incorporated 15 topics that were considered to cover the whole range
of human activity, and designated periods of past, present, and future documentation.

The objective of the Western New York Project was to produce and implement a
written strategy to enhance the region's documentation. While the documentation group
did not meet this goal, the project served as a valuable learning experience, underscor-
ing the challenges involved in planning for adequate documentation and raising ques-
tions about the general applicability of the documentation strategy approach. Cox sum-
marizes the project's successes as follows: ".... the process of examining documenta-
tion helped to evaluate the acquisitions of historical records repositories, open chan-
nels of communication, and build bridges of cooperation between historical records
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repositories and users."28 In addition, the project helped participants identify the ac-
quisition of records of the twentieth century, especially those of the post-World War II
era, as a collecting priority. The Western New York experience highlights the difficulty
of narrowing a geographic area sufficiently to allow for a meaningful study; the chal-
lenges of finding resources to support a documentation strategy; the concern of whether
a long-term strategy can ultimately be cost-effective and result in better documentation
decisions; and the issue of what alternatives to the documentation strategy model might
yield better results in terms of improving the documentation of society.29

Another two-year NHPRC-funded project attempted to enhance the documentation
of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.3 Perhaps drawing on the lessons from the Western New
York experience, the Milwaukee project focused on a smaller geographic area and
involved a wider range of participants, including records creators as well as adminis-
trators and records users. Participating institutions were asked to assess the subject
content of their collections in order to facilitate analysis of existing documentation.
The goals of the project were to produce a written documentation strategy and imple-
ment a framework to allow the project to continue beyond the initial grant period.

Interestingly, the outcome of the Milwaukee project was significantly like that of the
Western New York experience: although many good things came out of the process,
most of them had nothing to do with the immediate improvement of the region's docu-
mentation. The project taught the archival community many valuable lessons, pointing
to a pervasive weakness in organizational policies and practices. Most of the institu-
tions, for example, did not have previously existing collection policies. Many found
that they did not have adequate intellectual control over their collections. In addition,
the study suggested a widespread lack of professional expertise and training in such
basic areas of archival theory and practice as appraisal, description, and reference. 3'

What were the lessons of the Milwaukee project? Ericson points to three issues that
might seem to call the viability of the documentation strategy framework, as presently
articulated, into question. First, there is more tension involved in reconciling the goals
and priorities of the individual participating institutions and the interinstitutional co-
operative goals necessary to the successful implementation of a documentation strat-
egy than has thus far been acknowledged by documentation strategists.32 Second, in-
stitutions should not embark on a documentation strategy if they do not have the re-
sources to sustain it on an ongoing basis. These resources include adequate staffing
and time to dedicate to the project, as well as the professional expertise to participate
actively in the plan. Finally, the Milwaukee experience, coupled with that in Western
New York, suggests that documentation strategies may not lend themselves as readily
to geographic areas as originally thought.33

The effort initiated at the 1988 Evangelical Archives Conference to ensure better
documentation of the evangelical movement does not illustrate a full-scale process
such as the other examples cited, but it demonstrates how the documentation strategy
can combine a functional approach with a subject area.34 The objective of this effort
was "The identification and preservation of an adequate record to document the activi-
ties and significance of the evangelical movement, and the provision for full access to
this information.

35
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With this objective in mind, the group identified seven activities that describe the
evangelical movement and its functions, such as denominations/fellowships/commu-
nities, media, and political/social action groups. For each area, the working group out-
lined the functions that describe how the activities were carried out, such as "convey
knowledge" or "evangelize." By defining the evangelical movement in terms of func-
tions and activities, the working group concluded that adequate documentation must
include records from each of these activities. Moreover, analysis of these functions
could indicate what types of documentation each activity generates.16

The documentation group summarized the status of documentation for each activity,
identified documentary problems, pinpointed available mechanisms to remedy these
shortcomings, and recommended what might be done to improve documentation of the
area. The working group's report was intended to be a first step in the development of
a documentation strategy for the evangelical movement. While the working group es-
tablished a sound framework for a documentation strategy and sparked much discus-
sion, this effort does not appear to have produced any concrete results in the evangeli-

cal community.7

Interviews with Practitioners

In order to assess the extent to which these emerging methodologies, particularly
documentation strategies, are being translated from theory into practice, the author
interviewed 16 archivists. An original pool of 13 college and university archivists was
selected for inclusion in the survey, based on their extensive appraisal experience and
on their presumed familiarity with the recent appraisal literature. Of the original group,
two declined to be interviewed. The additional five interviewees included three col-
lege and university archivists; a government archivist; and an archivist from a reli-
gious organization, whom the initial participants identified as knowledgeable about
appraisal. Based on the composition of this group of respondents, it should be noted
that the results of the interviews may be more representative of the views of college
and university archivists than of the attitudes of archivists in other institutions. The
archival experience of the respondents ranges from 11 years to 25 years, with a rough
average of 20 years in practice. Thirteen of the interviews were conducted by tele-
phone; the following discussion is based on notes of those conversations. The remain-
ing three interviews were conducted by E-mail.

The purpose of the interviews was to gain a basic sense of whether documentation
strategies, functional analysis, and macroappraisal are affecting archival appraisal prac-
tice. Additionally, the process was intended to provide a general understanding of the
perceptions that practitioners have of these approaches following several years of dis-
cussion in the professional literature. Thus, this exercise was neither designed as, nor
intended to be, a scientific survey; therefore, its results should not be considered to
have statistical validity. Questions were designed to elicit specific information about
appraisal practice and policy at each respondent's institution, as well as to allow par-
ticipants to offer their own impressions about the impact of documentation strategy,
functional analysis, and macroappraisal on actual archival practice. 8 In order to facili-
tate an open dialogue, the names and institutions of survey participants have been kept
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confidential, with interviewees identified generically as Respondent A, Respondent B,
and so on. The following discussion will summarize the results of these interviews,
focusing first on documentation strategies and then on functional analysis and macro-
appraisal.

The several recurring themes that emerged in response to questions about the useful-
ness of documentation strategies parallel the discussion of the methodology that has
appeared in the archival literature of the past decade. Without exception, the documen-
tation strategy approach was recognized, even by its critics, as a valuable conceptual
framework. Interviewees felt that documentation strategy had gotten the profession
thinking and talking about how best to approach its appraisal function, had raised
awareness of the importance of cooperation in archival practice, and had opened chan-
nels of communication with nonarchivists. Respondent D commented, "The documen-
tation strategy is an engaging framework that has gotten archivists rethinking how they
do things and has been especially useful with its ability to engage nonarchivists." Re-
spondent A felt that one of the primary recommendations of the documentation strat-
egy is that it encourages archivists to think cooperatively, and thus "eliminates some of
the traditional competition mentality."

There was also agreement, however, that in spite of these positive results, the docu-
mentation strategy is not viable within the context of present archival reality. Respon-
dent F stated, "Documentation strategies are valuable as a conceptual framework, but
in terms of reality, archives have more urgent priorities, such as delivering services to
clients. Documentation strategies do not work because archivists are not in a steering
position." Respondent A reinforced this argument, also citing the issue of limited re-
sources: "Politics is a big reason that documentation strategies do not work. In the
absence of a centralized political and funding mechanism to pass out responsibilities
and resources, such an approach is ineffective."

While these interviews confirm that documentation strategies are not being adopted
on a wide-scale basis, they also indicate that archivists are applying what they perceive
as the most positive aspects of the documentation strategy concept at the level of their
individual repositories.3 9 For example, Respondents D and E thought that the docu-
mentation strategy had been instrumental in helping the profession more clearly articu-
late what is involved in documenting particular topical, functional, or geographic ar-
eas. In fact, archivists do seem to have found this framework useful for more clearly
defining their institutional collecting priorities. Four respondents indicated that their
institutions had either drafted or refined collecting policies, partially in response to the
documentation strategy approach. 40

The documentation strategy's most notable impact on the archival profession ap-
pears to be that it has promoted the value of cooperation. Twelve of the 16 interviewees
indicated that their institutions had become more aware of the importance of interinsti-
tutional cooperation as a result of the discussion of documentation strategy in the ar-
chival literature. While archivists have become more aware of the need to cooperate
rather than compete with other institutions, however, cooperative efforts on the whole
seem to be limited to respecting other repositories' collecting areas and referring po-
tential donors to more appropriate institutions. Most interviewees indicated that their
institutions had not been involved in cooperative projects; the cooperative ventures
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that had been undertaken tended to be short-lived and ill-fated because of issues of
institutional priorities and limited funding.4'

The strongest reservations that interviewees voiced about documentation strategy
reinforce the major objections raised in the archival literature: institutional priorities
and limited resources. Terry Abraham, for example, argues that documentation strate-
gies are unworkable because archivists are "already burdened with too many things to
do" at the institutional level. Frank Boles asserts that documentation strategies assume
archival prosperity. Additionally, Ericson's recent description of the Milwaukee ex-
periment seconds these objections. Not surprisingly then, these same concerns have
emerged as the major stumbling blocks in the implementation of documentation strat-
egies 

42

The results of the interviews also indicate several general trends regarding the im-
pact of macroappraisal and functional analysis on the American archival community.
For example, despite the effectiveness with which macroappraisal is being implemented
at the National Archives of Canada, it has not begun to significantly affect archival
practice in the United States.43 It appears that functional analysis, on the other hand, is
being implemented by an increasing number of colleges and universities.44 Ten of the
archivists surveyed indicated that this technique had affected appraisal practice at their
institutions. In fact, Respondent H credited functional analysis with leading to a "re-
naissance of institutional archives."

Thus, these interviews suggest that documentation strategy, functional analysis, and
macroappraisal-with the possible exception of functional analysis-are currently
having a very limited effect on North American selection practice. Many of the archi-
vists indicated that they did not have the latitude to fully implement such techniques
because institutional or state mandates largely determine what records they must re-
tain. Several respondents felt that while these approaches have not had a widespread
impact on archival practice as a whole, they are increasingly applied by individual
archivists within their own institutions and repositories. Respondent M expressed the
opinion that these strategies are, ... having an impact on archival practice, but so far
only on a micro-level."

Impact of Documentation Strategy

Though the archival literature and the interviews described above confirm that the
profession as a whole has not embraced documentation strategy, the consensus of the
respondents to this limited survey-that documentation strategy provides a useful frame-
work for discussing selection issues suggests that Cook's observation that the con-
cept has played a significant role in the North American dialogue about appraisal is
particularly apt. While even the best of frameworks can be improved, however, experi-
ments with documentation strategies have not revealed fundamental flaws in the origi-
nal construct. What these projects have perhaps done is underscore a number of chal-
lenges long faced by the archival community. Foremost among these are conflicting
institutional priorities, scarce archival resources, and a lack of standards for the educa-
tion and training of archivists. Before documentation strategies can achieve success,
the archival community must take steps towards overcoming these obstacles.
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What the experience of documentation strategy projects thus far might in fact argue
is that archivists need to become more effective advocates for their profession, and that
the archival community must focus on finding solutions to the above problems. Height-
ened advocacy efforts, targeting organizational administrators, granting agencies, other
information professionals, and the larger society are needed to underscore the signifi-
cance of strong institutional archives and collecting repositories. While institutional
priorities will always be a reality for any organization, successful advocacy could serve
as a first step towards putting archivists in a better position to redefine their priorities
and to establish additional goals for their archival programs. In addition, effective ad-
vocacy is a prerequisite for increased funding, whether from a parent organization or
from a granting agency. Greater resources would permit higher levels of training for
archivists, thereby facilitating and enabling participation in cooperative ventures.

The need for archivists to find solutions to the difficulties inherent in archival prac-
tice is hardly new. Advocates of documentation strategies have called for archivists to
become innovators and risk takers: "Archivists should feel freer to experiment, evalu-
ate, develop, and refine their ... theory, principles, and practices something that
archivists have done too little of ... ."' A scan of the existing professional landscape
indicates that this is a challenge that archivists should welcome. The nature of docu-
mentation continues to change at a rapid pace. Current methods of approaching this
new documentary reality are inadequate even today. Clearly, new frameworks are needed
to supplement traditional practices. Documentation strategies, functional analysis, and
macroappraisal provide constructs for productive dialogue about how to most effec-
tively solve the selection dilemmas posed by contemporary records.

Will documentation strategies have a place in the archival practice of the twenty-
first century? In a recent review of Richard Cox's Documenting Localities. A Practical
Model for American Archivists and Manuscript Curators, Frank Boles states, "The
simple fact is that a decade or more after it was first proposed as a theory, there have
been no successful applications of the documentation strategy in practice." He then
characterizes Cox's continued advocacy of documentation strategy as "... a tactic
used to accomplish a broader agenda, rather than simply a stubborn refusal to see the
obvious."4 6 The fact that documentation strategies as originally conceived have not
worked to date, or the question of whether they can be made to work in the future, is
ultimately of less significance than the professional dialogue that this approach has
generated. If documentation strategies advance a broader agenda that spurs the archi-
val profession to rethink and broaden institutional priorities, reallocate resources to
reflect these new priorities, and provide its members with the training they will require
to meet the challenges of dealing with contemporary records, then it would seem that
this tactic is certainly one worth adopting.

This is true not only of documentation strategies, but of functional analysis and
macroappraisal as well. Proponents of these techniques must continue to experiment
with them and to present the results of their efforts to the archival community. Critics
of these strategies have a professional responsibility to offer more viable frameworks
for meeting the challenges posed by modem documentation. All archivists have an
obligation to follow this emerging debate, the answers to which will, for better or for
worse, surely shape the future of the archival profession and ultimately determine the
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effectiveness with which archivists are able to fulfill the foremost of their professional
responsibilities.
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Appendix A: Survey Questions

Purpose

To evaluate how the documentation strategy has affected appraisal practice, and to
determine if this approach is being implemented, particularly in relation to functional
analysis and macroappraisal.

Background questions

1) How long have you been in practice?

2) What is your background in appraisal and acquisitions?

3) How long have you been in your current position?

4) How long has your program been established?

Survey questions

1) Please describe your institution's appraisal policy and/or practice.

2) Has the introduction of the documentation strategy approach, and techniques
such as functional analysis and macroappraisal, led to any changes in or formal
redrafting of, your institution's appraisal policy and/or practice, or to the estab-
lishment of records management programs? If yes, please describe the changes.
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3) Do you know of any other organizations that have adapted their appraisal policy/
practice in response to the documentation strategy, functional analysis, or macro-
appraisal? If so, please describe how these modifications have affected their prac-
tice.

4) Has your institution been involved in, or can you identify other organizations
that have participated in cooperative efforts such as those advocated by a docu-
mentation strategy approach? If so, what was the outcome of the effort?

5) Based on your professional experience, do you feel that the documentation strat-
egy, functional analysis, and macroappraisal are having an influence on appraisal
practice? If so, how would you characterize the impact? If not, why do you think
such methods are not being applied?

Follow-up questions

1) Can you suggest anybody to contact who might be involved with the implemen-
tation of documentation strategies, functional analysis, or macroappraisal?

2) Do you know of any materials that are not readily available that might help in
assessing the degree of impact that the documentation strategy approach has had
on appraisal practice (for example, unpublished articles or Web sites)?
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Digital Image Access & Retrieval: Papers Presented at the 1996 Clinic on Library
Applications of Data Processing. Edited by P. Bryan Heidorn and Beth Sandore. Ur-
bana-Champaign: University of Illinois, 1997. 191 pp. References and index. ISBN 0-
87845-100-5.

Digital Image Access & Retrieval is a slice in time-a summary of the state of re-
search in one narrow but critically important aspect of digital library development. The
term "digital image" in the title refers to the digital representation of visual sources,
especially those with photographic and video content. The book is a collection of pa-
pers presented at the Graduate School of Library and Information Science's Thirty-
Third Annual Clinic on Library Applications of Data Processing at the University of
Illinois. The world was a very different place in 1963, when the Clinic first met; data
processing experts and librarians were just beginning to forge an alliance. It also seems
that the digital world of 1996 is a long time ago-near the beginning of a wave of
developments that has yet to crest, much less break. Yesterday's data processors are
today's systems engineers.

The book contains 11 contributions penned by 21 authors and a very useful intro-
duction by the editors that draws out the key themes and ties the whole volume to-
gether. Given the Clinic's cross-disciplinary nature, it is not surprising that many of the
participants are not well known in library science circles, even though their research
places them on the frontier of information technology research. The 16 participants
from the computer and information science communities are clearly part of a network
of researchers. Their six articles contain numerous cross-references to their own work
and to the work of colleagues. The balance of the participants are part of the commu-
nity of professionals engaged in digital library project development, administration, or
collaborative programs. For the most part, each chapter includes references, although
the quantity and quality of the sources vary dramatically from chapter to chapter. The
volume could have benefited from an overview of the relevant literature.

The 1996 Clinic encompassed three important areas of digital image research and
development: systems planning, automatic and semiautomatic indexing, and preserva-
tion, although the predominant focus of the volume is on indexing and retrieval. The
editors justified this strong emphasis on the debatable premise that retrieval is the area
that has the strongest need to foster cross-disciplinary interaction. In the intervening
years it has become clear that system design and preservation of digital resources are
intractable issues as much in need of creative insight as the retrieval of visual
information.
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The three contributions on systems planning provide a solid overview of the issues
that underlie the development of large-scale digital libraries. The points made by the
authors transcend the narrower focus of visual image retrieval, but are important none-
theless. Howard Besser lays the groundwork that is necessary for any cross-disciplin-
ary discussion. At one point he identifies the crucial distinction between the develop-
ment of digital libraries and the evolution of the Internet. "We must move from con-
structing a collection of discrete images to building a library of material that inter-
relates and inter-operates. The digital library of the future will not simply be a collec-
tion of discrete objects but will also provide the tools for analyzing, combining, and
repurposing the objects" (p. 26). Jennifer Trant gives a status report on the important
Museum Education Site License (MESL) project, promising findings and conclusions
that in the hindsight of four years have fallen victim to the challenges of implementa-
tion. Lois Lunin's contribution is a handy overview of the suite of issues involving
digital library development, but it provides no new insight. To a certain extent, all three
papers are outdated to varying degrees, as the progress of digital library development
has outstripped the snapshots that they provide.

Two-thirds of the volume is taken up by six papers on indexing and retrieval of
visual images in digital form. The authors of the six articles are united in their recogni-
tion of the intellectual limitations of text-based indexes of visual resources. The ar-
ticles cover a suite of possibilities for retrieving visual content from large-scale image
databases based on identifying patterns, visual elements, color, shape, structure, and
textures in the image data themselves rather than on external indexes that must be built
laboriously and often subjectively. Many of the retrieval techniques described in the
volume depend upon iterative processing routines in which the end user provides feed-
back on the relative accuracy of retrieved sets of images. One prototype system makes
extensive use of natural-language annotations of visual content that resemble elabo-
rate captions. All in all, the participants in the Clinic report on cutting-edge research
that is still working its way through technology laboratories to this day.

The two contributions on preservation are the weakest parts of the book, especially
in light of progress that has been made since the Clinic met to define the key challenges
of preserving digital information. Meg Bellinger's article (which is omitted from the
table of contents) is relatively thin in comparison with the technical research on re-
trieval methodologies. Her emphasis on image quality and capturing content from origi-
nal sources-though laudable-feels out of place in a volume largely concerned with
retrieval. Donald Luman's case study makes the significant connection between the
preservation of original sources and high-resolution scanning. His article is one of the
few examples in the book where specific technical recommendations and a general
theory of the digital product are effectively intertwined. Unfortunately, he does not
reference the sources of his approach, technical specifications, or overall philosophy.

The Thirty-Third Annual Clinic continues the long tradition at the University of
Illinois of fostering communication between technical specialists and the library com-
munity. From today's vantage point, the published messages are simultaneously cut-
ting-edge and quaint. The editors hewed so closely to the structure of the Clinic that
they missed opportunities to generalize the presentations for a broader audience and to
place the lessons of the Clinic in a larger framework of literature, best practices, and
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theoretical context. Overall, this book will be most valuable for the visual image spe-
cialist interested in machine-assistedretrieval. It provides exposure to the thinking and
to the research of a community of technical researchers who continue to push the bound-
aries of information technologies.

Paul Conway
Head, Preservation Department

Yale University Library

Society ofAmerican Archivists Case Study Series including The APB Bank: Managing
Electronic Records as an Authoritative Resource. By Barbara Reed and Frank Up-
ward. Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 1997. 15 pp. $6. Teaching Notes. 30
pp. $12. Developing Collaborative Structures for Expanding the Use of University
Collections in Teaching and Research. By Elaine D. Angst and H. Thomas Hickerson.
Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 1997. 22 pp. $6. Teaching Notes. 10 pp.
$12.

As a fairly recent graduate of the master's program at the School of Information,
University of Michigan, I was introduced to the Society of American Archivists' case
study series in Professor Margaret Hedstrom's course, "The Management of Electronic
Records," during winter term, 1997. Thus, in reviewing the two case studies my per-
spective naturally reflects viewpoints both as a student and as an electronic records
archivist. While I enjoyed working with the SAA cases in class, I believe that I was not
fully cognizant of the value of the case study method until I graduated and began my
professional career.

In the review of four of the SAA case studies in Archival Issues (Vol. 21, No. 2.,
1996), reviewer Frank Boles states that a review of the case study project calls for
analysis on two levels. The higher level concerns the conceptual framework of the
project itself. At the lower and more detailed level, the individual cases themselves are
considered. Boles found the case studies series fair to middling because the cases did
not provide solid "outcomes." While I agree with Boles on the division of analysis, I
disagree with his assessment of the structure of the cases. Boles writes in his review,
"Consistently lacking, however, is information regarding the ultimate outcome of the
events. Readers never discover if, as result of the actions taken, the desired results
occurred. Without knowing the outcomes it is difficult to reach any useful conclusions
about the overall merits of the activities described."' In my view, this statement disre-
gards the strengths the case study method provides as a learning tool.

The SAA case study series grew out of an acute awareness in the early 1990s that
new technologies were rapidly changing the information landscape. Technology was
viewed as a force that would ultimately affect both the creation and use of information
and as such, technology would pose significant challenges to the archivist in the digital
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environment. The development of a funding source for the case study series was just
one objective of the Society of American Archivists' strategic plan. A plan was adopted
in 1993 to ensure the goal of aiming to"... position SAA to lead the archival profes-
sion in advancing electronic records issues and represent the interests of the profession
in shaping policies and accepted practices for identifying, preserving, and using elec-
tronic records." As well, the strategic plan addressed the need to "provide opportuni-
ties for continuing professional growth and promote high quality in archival education
programs offered by SAA and other organizations and institutions."2 Thus, the plan
essentially addressed the need to "reengineer" graduate archival education due to the
challenges and changes introduced by new technology.

The case study method offers students a conceptual framework to learn about the
new environment. The framework for the case study is built on some factual informa-
tion, some purposeful ambiguity, and some supplementary information. The student's
"assignment" then is to sort through the information provided in the quest to identify
the problem, to analyze the situation, and to make recommendations for the organiza-
tion. In my view, one of the main strengths of the case study method is its interactive
nature. Depending on how the assignment is given, teams of students could be formed
to analyze a case. In the Electronic Records class, several teams were formed and each
team was given a series of questions to discuss and answer. The teams were given
about three weeks to analyze the case and the assignment concluded by having each
team formally present its recommendations to the class. Looking back on the use of the
case studies in class, I believe that much of the learning occurred in the dialogue among
students during group meeting sessions. The process of meeting group members out-
side of class to discuss a case mimics some of the challenges the student will face upon
graduating. This process provides the students with experience in group problem solv-
ing, decision making, and time management. In addition, due to the design of the cases
the student also learns how a variety of other issues affect the organization, such as
organizational politics, staffing and personnel issues, and financial resources.

The structure of both The APB Bank: Managing Electronic Records as an Authori-
tative Resource and Developing Collaborative Structures for Expanding the Use of
University Collections in Teaching and Research follow the characteristic case study
format. Both cases begin with an introduction of the main actors and organization and
then proceed to an "Opening Vignette." The opening vignette acts to set the nature of
the problem for the organization. In the vignette, quotes from main actors are used to
show how they (as insiders) view the problem at hand. The vignette is then followed by
a discussion of the environmental context of the organization. For the APB Bank case
study, the context includes an overview of the banking industry, of technology in bank-
ing, and of the company itself. Similarly, the Developing Collaborative Structures case
study provides an illustration of the institutional context (Cornell University), the ar-
chival program at Cornell, and other strategic collaborations the archival program has
fostered. The studies then proceed to a discussion of the current state of the institution
and conclusion. Both studies include an Organizational Chart in the Appendix and
Developing Collaborative Structures includes a bibliography within the case study
itself.
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While The APB Bank: Managing Electronic Records as an Authoritative Resource
is a case based on a small regional bank, the issues presented echo the same issues
organizations of all types are facing today. The case highlights common problems faced
in office automation, such as the installation of a personal computer on every desktop,
electronic mail, and local-and-wide area networks. The challenges presented by the
changes include poor record keeping systems, the lack of evidence of business deci-
sions, and current mistrust the staff has in the systems. The case also presents a view of
how new technology changes patterns of work. This is best illustrated in this case in
the statements "individual staff decide what transactions to record," "individuals man-
age their electronic documents on hard disk according to their own preferences," and
"no instructions on how to manage electronic mail have been issued."

The Teaching Notes to the APB Bank case provide three detailed strategies to ex-
plore the issues presented. The strategies focus on the themes of Business Analysis,
Corporate and Collective Memory, and Technologies and Record keeping. The strate-
gies provide a framework for the instructor and each strategy includes several ques-
tions that can be used in class discussion or in assignments. The Teaching Notes in-
clude an extensive list of student project suggestions that also can be used for class
discussion, presentations, and written assignments. Many of the projects suggested
include not only analysis of the case but research outside of the material presented in
the case that can provide a more "real life" scenario. For example, project suggestions
include: "Compile a list of legislation, relevant to banking, that contains specific refer-
ences to record keeping" and "Compare and contrast the concepts of corporate memory
and organizational memory as expressed in the works cited in the reading list by John
McDonald, the Australian Council of Archives, and E.W. Stein." The Teaching Notes
include a select bibliography that contains sources for videotapes, text items, research
project Web sites, and addresses for contacts discussed in the readings. As well, the
Appendix of the Teaching Notes contains a list of business functions, activities, and
organizational units responsible to aid the instructor in project planning. Overall, the
strength of The APB Bank. Managing Electronic Records as An Authoritative Resource
case study is its broad applicability and timeliness.

The Developing Collaborative Structures for Expanding the Use of University Col-
lections in Teaching and Research case study focuses on the type of collaboration as a
strategy that many archival institutions have supported in recent years. This study spe-
cifically focuses on the strategic collaborations stemming from the Division of Rare
Books and Manuscript Collections at Cornell University. While digital technology
raises issues of accountability and organizational memory in organizations like the
APB Bank, technology is raising additional issues in the university setting. As this
case states, digital imaging is transforming "the use of image and information resources
in the classroom, the dormitory, the library, and the laboratory." This case presents the
challenges archival institutions have in meeting the changing user model. As the title
of the study suggests, a strategy to meet new demands in the digital environment in-
cludes fostering collaborations within one's institution. The study illustrates the chal-
lenges Cornell has encountered in the digital environment including establishing a
financial base for digital projects, organizational commitment from top administrators
to new programs and services, project management issues, and working with a variety
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of organizational cultures present within the university community. These are chal-
lenges that will seemingly parallel the same issues other archival institutions will face
in the new environment.

Like the APB Bank case study, the Developing Collaborative Structures case pro-
vides several teaching strategies, discussion questions, and project suggestions in the
Teaching Notes section. The teaching strategies include Archival Leadership Issues,
Managing Change, and Developing Collaborative Links. As indicated in this review,
both case studies reflect the challenges the digital environment presents to archivists
working in small and large institutions. Both case studies are highly recommended as
tools for exploring the numerous issues introduced by changes in digital technology.

Nancy M. Deromedi
Bentley Historical Library

NOTES

1. Frank Boles, Publication Review, Archival Issues 21: 2 (1996): 170.
2. Leadership and Service in the 1990s: A Strategic Plan for the Society ofAmerican Archivists, August

31, 1993. (Available on-line: http://www.archivists.org/vision/strateg.html#obj, October 20, 1998.)

A Culture of Secrecy: The Government Versus the People's Right to Know. Edited by
Athan G. Theoharis. Lawrence, Kansas: University Press of Kansas, 1998. 245 pp.
Index and footnotes. Hardcover.

This collection of nine articles, written specifically for this book, concerns attempts
to gain access to records that have been classified or withheld by federal government
agencies. All of the 10 authors, which include five historians and three attorneys, were
active participants in the events they describe. Many of the stories are unfinished,
continuing even now.

In his introduction, editor Athan G. Theoharis describes the context for a "culture of
secrecy" in the Cold War years following World War II. He locates the basis for re-
stricted access to recent records in two developments. Beginning with Truman, presi-
dents have issued executive orders classifying information in the interests of "national
security"; they have also enhanced the powers of intelligence agencies abroad and
authorized the FBI to monitor the activities of certain groups of suspect U.S. citizens.
The resulting increase in concern for maintaining secrecy has hampered contemporary
public discourse and decision making and impoverished the modem historical record.

From the point of view of a key set of interests, this volume illuminates the post-
Watergate chapter of the struggle over government information. The 1974 amendments
strengthening the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), which is the main vehicle used
to challenge restrictions on information, were passed by Congress as a result of uses
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made by the Nixon White House of the "national security" exemption in that law. In
addition the erosion of confidence in government following Watergate encouraged the
kinds of challenges to restrictions on information access that are chronicled here.

In the opening essay, "The Freedom of Information Act Versus the FBI," Theoharis
chronicles his attempts to secure FBI files, particularly the office files of J. Edgar Hoover,
under FOIA, including an account of the means used by the FBI in attempting to block
or limit access. This article includes the most detailed description of FOIA, originally
enacted in 1966, and its amendment of 1974, which has allowed historians to pursue a
number of research initiatives. The most significant drawbacks to FOIA are the ex-
pense to researchers in fees for searching and copying massive files and legal costs for
appeals when access is denied; and the ability of the agency to redact (or withhold)
certain information in documents that are released.

"The CIA and Secrecy," by James X. Dempsey, reflects well the theme of the book,
concluding that "the end of the Cold War has not yet produced a coherent realignment
of the balance between openness and secrecy" (pg. 38). Dempsey echoes Theoharis'
analysis of FOIA, using the CIA as the agency example and giving specific instances
of absurd procedural barriers to FOIA requests. Since 1990 there have been a number
of notable occasions of official disclosure by CIA suggesting that the agency has aban-
doned its former stance of the need for absolute secrecy. Nonetheless, the releases have
been highly selective and the process has not been formalized.

Matthew M. Aid, in "'Not So Anonymous': Parting the Veil of Secrecy About the
National Security Agency," focuses on the largest but least known agency in the U.S.
intelligence community. Here Aid recounts a now familiar story of access problems
under FOIA. In addition, two other laws specifically affect the NSA. A federal crimi-
nal statute, the "COMINT Law" of 1950, restricts access to information on codes,
ciphers, and cryptographic and communication intelligence. The National Security
Agency Act of 1959 has effectively exempted NSA from disclosures under FOIA.

In "'National Security' and Freedom of Information: The John Lennon FBI Files,"
Jon Wiener discusses the idea that reluctance or refusal to release information is a
characteristic of all bureaucracies, not simply of the U.S. government in the Cold War
era. Although the topic of this article is the most specific of any in the volume, it is
framed in the broadest of any of the interpretations. The sequence of events began in
1971 when the FBI opened its file on John Lennon. Ten years later under an FOIA
request, Wiener received copies of two hundred pages that had been withheld from that
file, but the FBI continued to restrict parts of an additional one hundred pages under
the "national security" exemption. In 1983 the ACLU filed suit on Wiener's behalf.
Under a settlement in 1997, the government paid legal fees and released all but 10 of
the documents. The newly released records contained little new information. Wiener
argues that the national security exemption is difficult to refute and provides a means
for abuse by government officials who may have something to hide or who simply
want to demonstrate power.

Alexander Chains's and Paul M. Green's "Playing the Information Game: How It
Took Thirteen Years and Two Lawsuits to Get J. Edgar Hoover's Secret Supreme Court
Sex Files" is a cleverly written piece about lengthy litigation under FOIA. Likening
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the seeking of these files to the television game show Wheel of Fortune, the authors
use satire as a means of describing the bureaucratic blocks to securing requested files.

As an enjoyable read, Joan Hoff's "The Endless Saga of the Nixon Tapes" is disad-
vantaged in following that of Charns and Green. Hers is a sprawling story, not yet
concluded, with a large cast of characters acting from a variety of motives. Blame can
be (and is) spread widely for the delay in opening these tapes. Receiving their share are
the National Archives in general, various named individuals working for NARA, and
the presidential library system. This article fits least well into the overall theme of the
book. Although the Cold War culture of secrecy does play a part in the inaccessibility
of this material, arguably more significant are the motives and actions of members of
the Nixon administration and the Nixon family and of certain NARA officials, as well
as the substantial practical difficulties presented by the volume, complexity, and poor
sound quality of the tapes.

The subject of Scott Armstrong's "The War over Secrecy: Democracy's Most Im-
portant Low-Intensity Conflict" is the attempt to save from destruction the National
Security Council interoffice E-mail that was managed in the White House on a system
named "PROFS" notes. Of specific interest were messages from the mid-1980s relat-
ing to the so-called Iran-Contra affair, exchanged by NSC advisors Robert McFarlane
and John M. Poindexter and their aide Oliver North. Here, in addition to the issue of
motives for secrecy and nondisclosure of records, we add the questions of distinguish-
ing between presidential records and federal agency records, as well as whether infor-
mation in electronic form is a government record. NARA takes several hits in this
essay as. in the preceding one. Following his account of the PROFS notes events,
Armstrong presents a general discussion of the bureaucracy's implementation of its
"prerogatives of secrecy." In doing so, he describes Hazel O'Leary's tenure from 1993
to 1997 at the Department of Energy as an exemplary instance of an official who sped
the declassification process and genuinely sought the input of public interest groups.

Page Putnam Miller's "We Can't Yet Read Our Own Mail: Access to the Records of
the Department of State" focuses on the State Department's Advisory Committee on
Historical Diplomatic Documentation, established in 1957 as the Advisory Committee
on Foreign Relations to deal with increasing delays in the publication of volumes in
the Foreign Relations of the United States series. Composed of documents selected by
historian-employees of the State Department, a volume traditionally appeared upon
the transfer of the records from that period to the National Archives. Problems with
declassification brought calls for change from researchers, led by representatives of
professional organizations of historians. In 1991, a new law reconstituted the advisory
committee and gave it some powers to monitor and promote speedier declassification
of records.

Anna Kasten Nelson's "The John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Review Board"
is an account by a Board member of this group's work, still in progress when the article
was written. Established by Congress in 1992, the Board was to see to the release of
still-classified documents in an effort to counter the many popular theories that in-
cluded some form of government participation in a conspiracy or a cover-up of the
assassination. The Board, which had broad powers to order the release of classified
information, focused on the CIA and FBI and secondarily on the Secret Service and the
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NSA. The final report is now available from several sources, including the Society of
American Archivists' Web site.

Archivists, who have paid even scant attention to developments in their profession
over the past decade, will be familiar with the events upon which these articles are
based, though certainly not in such detail. They will recognize the names of many of
the authors and will have considered the issues discussed. Nonetheless, it is useful to
have such a well-written set of accounts by key participants. This book succeeds very
well in what it sets out to do.

Anne P. Diffendal
Consultant

Lincoln, Nebraska
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